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Abstract

Lateral flow assays is an example of a successful microfluidic platform
relying on passive fluid transport, making them suitable for patient-centric
and point-of-care applications. Flow control and valving in capillary driven
devices typically rely on design-imprinted functions and operations which can
be a limiting factor. This thesis explores dissolvable polymer valves in capil-
lary driven microfluidic systems, a novel type of valves with a timing function.
The dissolvable valve technology was used to develop autonomous operations
in lamination-based polymer microfluidic systems such as sequential reagent
delivery, reagent release and volume-metering, and further utilizes this tech-
nology in the Dried Blood Spot (DBS) and Dried Plasma Spot applications
described below. Lamination technology is suitable for the integration of the
water-dissolvable polymer layers and allows upscaling at a relatively low cost.

Advances in the development of LC-MS/MS systems enable the quantifi-
cation of analytes in microliter-sized blood samples such as DBS. This makes
DBS sampling a minimally invasive alternative to venous blood sampling with
logistical and ethical advantages for users and health care providers. Unknown
sample volume, spot inhomogeneity and hematocrit-related issues have been
an obstacle for a wider acceptance of DBS sampling technology. To address
these issues, a novel blood-sampling device, the microfluidic DBS card, has
been developed within this thesis. The device function is based on capillary
driven volume-metering and allows accurate and user independent collection
of microliter-sized DBS, directly from a finger-prick. The microfluidic DBS
card could help to eliminate some of the issues related to DBS sampling and
contribute to a wider acceptance of the technology. Usability and reliabil-
ity have been considered during the development to enable testing of the
microfludic DBS card in a pre-clinical setting.

For many analytes and biomarkers, conventional blood sample analysis
is performed on plasma or serum samples. This thesis further discusses the
use of capillary driven plasma separation based on commercially available
asymmetric filtration membranes and capillary driven flow in microchannels.
A novel concept for hematocrit and input-volume-independent collection of
a 11.6 µl plasma sample from a single drop of blood is demonstrated. The
plasma sample is automatically transferred to a sample collection pad forming
a Dried Plasma Spot. This could be the next generation of dried sample
matrix, enabling an accurate quantification of analytes in Dried Plasma Spots.

Keywords: Capillary, Microfluidic, Dissolvable valves, PVA, Volume meter-
ing, Dried Blood Spots, DBS, Dried Plasma Spots, DPS
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Sammanfattning

Lateralflödestester och liknande system som drivs med kapillarkrafter, har
blivit populära och framgångsrika inom patientnära diagnostik. Tyvärr är det
svårt att uppnå noggrann kontroll av vätskeflödet i dessa system, då ventiler
och liknande funktioner är svåra att tillverka med relevanta tillverkningsmeto-
der. Inom denna avhandling utforskas mikroventiler baserade på vattenlösliga
polymerer för noggrann kontroll av vätskeflödet. Denna ventilteknologi an-
vänds sedan för att åstadkomma autonoma flödesoperationer såsom reagens-
avgivning, sekventiell reagensavgivning och volymmätning. Detta är basen till
uppfinningarna inom applikationsområdena ”Dried Blood Spot” och ”Dried
Plasma Spot” som beskrivs nedan. Mikroventiler baserade på vattenlösliga
polymerer är kompatibel med lamineringsteknologi, vilket ger kostnadseffek-
tiv masstillverkning.

”Dried Blood Spot”, förkortat DBS, är en väletablerad teknik för mikro-
provtagning, och används allra främst inom screening för metaboliska avvi-
kelser hos nyfödda barn. Tack vare den senaste utvecklingen av LC-MS/MS
system för biokemisk analys, finns det nu möjlighet att kvantitativt mäta
biomarkörer och andra analyter från blodprover i mikroliterstorlek. DBS-
provtagning blir därmed ett minimalinvasivt alternativ till venös blodprov-
stagning, som dessutom har logistiska och etiska fördelar för både användare
och vårdgivare. Det faktum att provtagningsvolymen är okänd har hittills
hindrat DBS-provtagning från att bli allmänt accepterad. Denna avhandling
avser att lösa dessa tekniska problem genom ett nyutvecklat DBS-kort med in-
byggd volymmätning. Detta autonoma DBS-kort möjliggör blodprovtagning
direkt från ett fingerstick, med prestanda motsvarande en pipett. För att möj-
liggöra testning i klinisk miljö har även en optimerad version med fokus på
användbarhet och tillförlitlighet utvecklats.

För många biomarkörer och analyter utförs konventionell blodprovanalys
på plasma- eller serumprover. Denna avhandling utforskar därför plasmasepa-
ration, främst baserat på befintliga plasmafilter i kombination med kapillar-
drivna mikrokanaler. En ny metod för hematokritoberoende plasmafilterering
med inbyggd volymmätning presenteras. Blodprovstagningen sker direkt från
ett fingerstick, och resulterar i 11.6 µl plasma som torkas i ett pappersmaterial,
en så kallad ”Dried Plasma Spot” (DPS). Denna metod möjliggör kvantitativ
analys av analyter i ”Dried Plasma Spots”.

G. Lenk, glenk@kth.se
Department of Micro and Nanosystems, School of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science,
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, SE- 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
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Non-numbered objectives &
overview chapter

Preface

This thesis consists of different concepts for point-of-care (POC) applications pre-
sented in several scientific journals and peer-reviewed conferences. Papers 1–4 are in
the field of Dried Blood Spot sampling, a method to collect and analyse a microliter-
sized whole blood sample and Papers 5–6 discuss passive plasma-extraction and
plasma-metering for the same purpose. Patient-centric collection of bioanalytical
relevant microsamples is the common denominator of all six publications and the
main focus of this thesis. Papers 7 and 8 are describing novel methods of con-
trolling capillary flow in microfluidic systems with the help of water-dissolvable
polymer valves. Capillary flow, dissolvable polymer valves and POC applications
are the common denominators of Papers 2–6 where dissolvable valves are used to
achieve volume-metering within the sampling devices.

The main objective during this work was the development of a sampling device
suitable for patient-centric collection of volume-defined capillary whole blood sam-
ples. While the concept of volume-metering in a capillary driven system has been
developed early on, it was a much bigger challenge to achieve reliable operation of
the system with respect to the different conditions that the device is facing when
used in the field. Distributing a system to health care professionals to use for blood
sample collection has sometimes been disillusioning because user behaviour is a
factor that is difficult to simulate in the lab and even more difficult to control in
the sampling scenario.

Due to the high number of devices required for method validation on the sample
collection platform and to ensure a good quality device for sample collection during
pre-clinical trials, a collaboration was started early on with an external supplier to
implement manufacturing of the microfluidics and later also the manufacturing and
integration of dissolvable layers in a more automated way. However, while changing
to an external supplier to reduce the “manufacturing” workload for pre-clinical
trials, the change in manufacturing method introduced some other difficulties that
are described in chapter 3 of this thesis.

xv
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Simultaneously, a similar concept for blood plasma has been developed. The
objective of this work was the development of a passive plasma extraction method
to yield enough plasma for bioanalytical assays from droplet amounts of blood (50–
100 µL). Commercially available porous filtration membranes aligning well with the
use of lamination technology have been used for this purpose as it is described in
Papers 5 and 6 and summarized in chapter 3.

A more explorative part of the work described in this thesis consisted of the
use of dissolvable PVA valves for timing function, aliquoting and reagent release
in capillary driven microfluidic systems. The objective of the work here was to
demonstrate new ways of integrating dissolvable layers in capillary driven microflu-
idic systems to achieve the desired functions.
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Aims and objectives

This thesis presents research in the multidisciplinary field of medical technology and
bioanalytical science. The aim of this thesis was the development of new sampling
devices for the patient-centric collection of blood and plasma samples serving the
purpose of accurate bioanalysis. The objectives for realizing such sampling tools
based on the use of microfluidic technology were:

1. Development of capillary driven system for volume metering.

2. Development of a passive plasma extraction system.

3. Demonstration of the concepts in pre-clinical applications.

The objectives are achieved through the development of the following concepts and
processes:

• Development of timed valves for capillary driven microfluidic systems.

• Development of a scalable process for R-2-R manufacturing of the developed
device.

• Sample collection in a clinical environment.

Structure of the thesis

Chapter 1 positions the work in a bigger context and motivates the development
of point-of-care devices and patient-centric sampling technology.

Chapter 2 introduces capillary driven microfluidics and some of the concepts that
have been developed for flow control in capillary driven devices. This chapter also
introduces Dried Blood Spot sampling, the initiating idea for patient-centric blood
collection for quantitative bioanalysis, and reviews and discusses other microsam-
pling technologies under development.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the technology used for prototyping, the fabri-
cation of dissolvable films and roll-to-roll (R-2-R) compatible manufacturing. It
also presents the different concepts that have been developed using capillary flow
and timed dissolvable valves to achieve volume metering, volume metered plasma
extraction, aliquoting and sequential operations.
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Chapter 4 presents results around the development of the microfluidic DBS collec-
tion card. It describes a technical validation in respect to a range of parameters, dis-
cusses different assays and corresponding user scenarios tested for proof-of-concept
and describes usability studies performed to evaluate and improve the use in field
tests.

Chapter 5 presents a conclusion on the achieved aims and objectives and an
outlook on the technology.



Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Decentralisation in health care

“European national policy-makers broadly agree on the core objectives that their
health care systems should pursue. The list is strikingly straightforward: universal
access for all citizens, effective care for better health outcomes, efficient use of
resources, high-quality services and responsiveness to patient concerns.” [1] In the
light of these objectives, decentralization of the health care system is a strategy
that is considered for improving todays health care to respond better and faster to
the challenges of a changing world. The idea behind decentralisation is that smaller
organizations that are well structured and steered are more agile and accountable
than larger organizations thus smaller organisations are able to provide a better
health care.

At the same time fragmentation of the health care systems, especially in coun-
tries like the US, is a problem. Even though there is a great knowledge advance
in the modern era causing a rise in specialisation, the unintended effect on the
quality of health care provided to the individual can be negative [2]. In the con-
text of fragmentation, deprofessionalization describes a narrow focus of health care
professionals on their expertise while missing to balance the biotechnical and the
biographical context of a patient. Another effect, the depersonalisation describes
the inability of the system to recognize the individuals as such which can result in
poor patients not gaining access to basic medical care until an emergency occurs.
But it can also affect rich and middle class patients who receive as much health care
as they want but might feel abandoned when they need help to put together the
pieces of their illness-shattered lives into a meaningful whole [3]. In 2007, the Na-
tional Heart Lung and Blood Institute assessed the clinical needs and opportunities
for POC technologies in primary care, home care and emergency care and reviewed
minimal invasive and lab-on-a-chip technologies [4]. The assessment concluded that
many point-of-care (POC) technologies were considered valuable and testing closer
to the point of care could help to reduce fragmentation and improve the outcome

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

of the care. In essence, POC technology can help change the way health care is
delivered to the patient, reduce the fragmentation of care and finally enable a more
patient-centred care.

1.2 Blood as a sample

Diagnostic tests are a key component in our health care system, providing valu-
able information for prevention, diagnosis, treatment and management of diseases.
Blood based samples, such as whole blood, plasma or serum, represent the most
common sample matrix for diagnostic tests in clinical laboratory analysis. The
entire volume of blood within an adult human circulates completely once per
minute, which makes blood a stable and accessible matrix for accurate evalua-
tion of biomarkers. Thus blood or the thereof obtained plasma is the gold standard
matrix in the area of clinical chemistry, haematology and molecular analysis. Blood
is in many cases superior to other sample matrixes such as saliva or urine, espe-
cially when accurate quantitative results have to be determined. The different
constituents of blood are illustrated in Figure 1.1 and are mainly blood cells (45%)
and plasma (55%). Erythrocytes, which make by far the biggest volume fraction
of blood cells, are discoids with a typical diameter of 7.5–8.7 µm and maximum
thickness of 1.7–2.2 µm [5]. The biconcave shape facilitates large reversible elas-
tic deformation [6], which is necessary for the cells to fit through small capillaries
during micro circulation in the capillary bed and allows packing of erythrocytes by
centrifugation to almost a 100%. Other cellular components in blood are leucocytes
with a spherical shape and a size ranges between 8 and 20 µm depending on the
subtype [7], and thrombocytes with a disk-like shape and a maximum diameter
of 2–3 µm [8]. Blood plasma is the intra-vascular fluid fraction of all extracellular
fluids which consists to approximately 92% of water and 6–8% of plasma proteins
(albumis, globulins and fibrinogen). Other constituents are electrolytes, nutritions,
blood gases, clotting factors and hormones. Analysing these various components of
blood typically requires an intravenous blood collection step.

In 1949, Joseph Kleiner invented the Evacutainer, a novel tool for blood sam-
ple collection for the purpose of analytical procedures [9]. The principle ensured
a constant volume of blood to be collected in a pre-evacuated tube, to achieve a
constant blood-to-additive reagent ratio. Soon after, Becton Dickinson marketed
the device under the name Vacutainer®, setting a new standard for the collection
of blood samples that is still valid. Today, guidelines and regulatory agencies en-
sure the consistency in design and performance of blood collection tubes to ensure
compatibility with centrifuges and automation tools in the laboratories. Vacuum
blood collection tubes are available with a number of inorganic or biochemical ad-
ditives to prevent coagulation. The volume of blood collection tubes has since the
introduction remained unchanged with typical volumes ranging from 2 ml to 10 ml
similar to the Evacutainer developed by Kleiner. In light of the technical advances
in analytical procedures, it is remarkable that the sample collection technology and
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Figure 1.1: The different cellular and non-cellular constituents of whole blood.

the sample volumes that are collected today in daily clinical routines have remained
unchanged for almost 70 years. This might also be owed to the high level of automa-
tion and standardisation in clinical laboratories, which makes clinical laboratories
highly efficient.

1.3 Point-of-care devices and patient-centric applications

POC testing describes medical diagnostic testing at or near the point of patient
care, which relates both to place and time. POC testing stands in contrast to
central laboratory testing, which induces transport and processing delays between
biological sample collection and the return of the analytical test result, leading to
treatment delays in the range of hours to days. POC testing instead gives physi-
cians rapid access to diagnostic test results which enables immediate intervention
and adjustment of the care to the patients conditions, thus improving quality and
efficiency of the medical care, which benefits the patients well-being [10]. Sample to
answer POC tests have been enabled by the technological development during the
last decades and the number of POC technologies that have reached commercialisa-
tion is growing [11, 12]. More recently, multiplexed point-of-care testing (xPOCT),
the simultaneous detection of multiple analytes from a single specimen, has gained
importance for diagnostic applications in resource-limited settings (such as devel-
oping countries, doctor´s offices or in the patient´s home)[13]. POC devices can be
distinguished in three main categories (see Figure 1.3), which are lateral flow as-
says (LFAs), handheld devices and more complex tabletop tools that contain active
components for fluid handling, such as pumps and valves, but are low maintenance
and easy to use.
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Figure 1.2: Two examples for POC tests. a) Shows an LFA for detection of hCG, a
biomarker for the detection of pregnancy. b) Shows the HemoCue Hb201+, a handheld
device and the disposable microcuvette for measuring hemoglobin. The microcuvette relies
on capillary action for aspiration of the 10 µl sample volume and has a patented design to
allow bubble free filling [14]. It also contains a buffer for cell lysis to release the hemoglobin
from RBC.

Lateral flow assays: Lateral flow assays (LFAs) and more recently also mi-
crofluidic paper-based analytical devices (µPADs) [15] are the simplest form of
POC devices and are both based on a capillary matrix, such as paper or nitrocellu-
lose, for fluid transport. While LFAs for the rapid detection of hCG as a pregnancy
marker (see Figure 1.2a) has been one of the commercially most successful microflu-
idic platforms, µPADs have not reached commercialisation. LFAs are designed for
qualitative or semi-quantitative detection of biomarkers with a two-step immunoas-
say and µPADs are beeing developed in the scope of low-cost diagnostic applications
for developing countries. Commercially available LFAs are available for rapid test-
ing of STDs, such as HIV and syphilis, infectious diseases such as dengue fever,
malaria and influenza A&B or for the detection of toxicologigal substances for drug
of abuse screening, testing for substance such as amphetamine, benzodiazepines,
THC, cocaine, methamphetamine and opiates. For certain applications, LFA are
combined with a handheld reader to allow an objective [16] or quantitative readout
of the assay.

Handheld devices: Handheld POC devices are typical small compact analy-
sers which often use optical or electrochemical sensors to obtain quantitative test
results. Handheld POC analysers are typically used in combination with dispos-
able cartridges to introduce the sample to the tool without bringing it directly into
contact. To keep the system simple, these cartridges often rely on capillary flow,
which provides a simple mechanism of introducing the sample to the sensor area.
Depending on the analysis that the unit performs, handheld devices are designed for
self-monitoring applications (glucose, coagulation) or POC testing in primary care
units and hospitals. Examples of commercially successful handheld POC device
applications are glucose measurements (Freestyle Optimum, Abott), coagulation
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markers (CoaguChek XS Plus, Roche) or hemoglobin (Hb 201+, HemoCue,) mea-
suring a single parameter. But also more complex handheld devices are available,
such as the i-Stat [17] from Abbott, which can be used in combination with 19
different cartridges to analyse clinical chemistry, hematology or coagulation pa-
rameters, or analyse blood gases or cardiac markers. Each cartridge can analyse
a single marker (cardiac markers) and up to nine parameters in parallel (clinical
chemistry) from only three drops of blood.

Table-top machines: Table-top machines are the largest type of POC devices
which can perform more complex operations at a throughput of 10–30 samples per
hour. These kinds of POC devices are suitable to be placed in primary care units or
satellite laboratories, which allows fast analysis close to the patient. Commercial
examples for these kinds of tools are the GMEM premier 4000 [18] from Instru-
mentation Laboratory for the analysis of blood gases and blood gas electrolytes, or
the Symex pocH-100i which can analyse up to 17 hematology parameters in two
minutes. The focus of such POC machines is a simple interface requiring minimal
training for the technician and reduced user maintenance. This makes such tools
applicable for a broader range of settings with a medium throughput of samples.

POC

Table top 
machines

Handheld 
devices 

Lateral �ow 
assays

Symex pocH-100i (Hematology)

GMEM premier 4000 (Blood gases)

Binaxnow In�uenza AB (In�uenza A&B)

SD Bioline Dengue Duo (Dengue virus)

Freestyle Optimum  (Glucose)

Coagu Check XS Plus (Coagulation )

Hb 201+ (Hemoglobin)

iStat (Clinical chemistry, Hematology, 
Blood gases, cardiac markers)

Alere easy hCG (Pregnancy)

Figure 1.3: Different categories of POC devices and examples of commercial POC prod-
ucts.

POC devices are tailored for specific applications, and are able to deliver fast
results close to the patient, requiring a minimum of training for technicians and
users. This makes POC technology a powerful tool for improving health care by
changing towards a more patient-centric approach. The recent advances in the
research area of paper microfluidics will likely contribute to this development, al-
lowing more complex assays to be integrated in a manner that allows a simple
operation, similar to the one known from traditional LFAs. In this context, this
thesis describes the use of dissolvable valves for the incorporation of valving and
timing functions in capillary driven microfluidic systems, which can be used for
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traditional microchannel-based systems as well as for capillary driven flow based
on porous media.

A general question that should be raised in the context of POC technology is:
What is the real added value for the implementation of a POC technology in its
specific scenario? The detection of biomarkers by patients themselves can be ben-
eficial when the individuals can interpret and act upon a measurement result, thus
the technology development and use of such a technology is justified. For other
cases, where interpretation and adjusted care can only be provided by health care
professionals, the development of POC technology for assaying a marker in a home
setting serves a less meaningful purpose. Instead, patient-centric sample collection
could be a suitable method for many applications where the speed to obtain an
analytical result is not crucial. Patient-centric sample collection (i.e., self-sampling
at home) allows to combine the convenience of POC sample collection with the
efficiency of analytical procedures that central laboratories provide. Additionally,
there still remain analytical technologies which are at the current state of technol-
ogy too complex and sophisticated to be implemented for POC use. This means
certain assays continue to require analysis in a central laboratory equipped with
the tools and the expertise to operate such tools. In this context, the thesis de-
scribes the development of novel patient-centric sample collection devices emerging
for “POC sample collection„, allowing patients to conveniently take blood samples
themselves via finger-prick, and offering an integrated solution for sample transport.
This creates the opportunity to combine the convenience of POC analysis with so-
phisticated analytical methods and high efficiency without the need to develop new
analytical tools for POC analysis.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter briefly introduces three core technologies involved in this thesis, cap-
illary driven microfluidic devices, dissolvable barriers in microfluidic systems, and
Dried Blood Spot (DBS) sampling, and highlight some of the advantages, techni-
cal challenges and limitations in each area. This chapter also discusses emerging
sample-collection technologies that are addressing the challenges which have been
identified for DBS sampling.

2.1 Capillary driven microfluidics

Capillary driven microfluidic devices describe a category of microfluidic devices
that rely on passive fluid transport by means of capillary action within the micro-
structure of a material or substrate. Two basic type of capillary driven microflu-
idic devices can be distinguished, microchannel-based capillary driven devices and
porous-media-based capillary driven devices. For both types of devices, the inter-
molecular forces between the liquid and the surrounding solid surface propel the
liquid throughout the microstructure or the porous media. This has lead to the use
of expressions such as self-powered or autonomous devices to highlight the inherent
feature of capillary driven devices, not requiring an external driving mechanism to
achieve fluid flow. It makes capillary driven devices suitable for POC applications
where a simple operation without complex instrumentation is desired. As high-
lighted in section 1.3, both LFAs, µPADs and often also handheld devices rely on
capillary flow for fluid transport during the assay, or for filling of the disposable
cartridges with the sample media. Since the flow in capillary driven devices cannot
be controlled actively, but is based on the passive fluid transport, the functionality
of all capillary driven devices needs to be imprinted in the design, which can limit
the possibilities of fluid handling.

The structure providing the driving force for the liquid transport can either be
a microchannel [19], a high capillary substrate such as paper [20, 21], or nitrocel-
lulose [16] consisting of a stochastic arrangement of fibres or pores, or engineered

7
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“porous„substrates providing capillary driving force such as pillar forests [22] or
synthetic microfluidic paper [23].

2.1.1 Porous media based capillary flow

LFAs are one of the commercially most successful microfluidic platforms with mil-
lions of devices sold each year [24]. For many LFAs, the principle is based on a
two-step immunoassay performed while the sample containing analyte wicks along
the flow path, predefined by shape and capillarity of the different compartments.
A two-step immunoassay for the qualitative detection of a specific analyte typically
works as follows: After adding the sample to the sample pad, capillary force wicks
the sample to the conjugate pad where labelled antibodies have been deposited and
are re-suspended in the liquid sample. This allows binding of the labelled antibod-
ies to the analyte as the capillary flow through the lateral flow media continues.
At the detection zone an immobilized detection antibody deposited at the test-line
captures the analyte, which becomes visible with the help of the label, bound to the
analyte via the antibody. The remaining labelled antibody from the conjugate pad
is captured by a third specific antibody at the control line, confirming successful
migration of the sample to the detection zone. The easy-to-use principle of LFAs
relying on capillary flow in combination with the simple manufacturing technology
for LFAs has certainly contributed to the success of the platform and made it an
everyday product around the globe. While in 2007, Haeberle et al. point out that
there are very little publication about capillary driven test strips from a microfluidic
point of view, the same year a publication by Whitesides group at Harvard high-
lighted paper as an inexpensive microfluidic platform for bioassays [25], marking the
starting point for the extensive exploration of paper as a microfluidic substrate (in
the research community often referred to as paper-microfluidics). Soon after, the in-
troduction of new methods for prototyping of microchannels on paper such as wax
printing [26], PDMS printing [27], and photolitopraphic structuring [28] enabled
rapid prototyping with inexpensive equipment, which has promoted a fast develop-
ment of the field of paper microfluidics. Substantial effort has been dedicated to
the development of methods to achieve flow control in such paper-based devices,
necessary to allow more complex operations such as sandwich immunoassays, and
improve the analytical performance as described in a recent review with the focus
on tools for flow control and integration of such tools [29]. The described concepts
for increasing or decreasing fluid-flow velocity rely on a change of channel geome-
tries such as length and width [30], height [31] or the downstream cross-sectional
area [32], additional hydrophilic hollow geometries in connection to the hydrophilic
paper to speed up the flow [33, 34, 35, 36], or alteration of the paper substrate by
affecting the hydrophilic properties via wax impregnation [37, 38, 39, 40], or the
pore size by simple irreversible compression of the paper [41]. Another technology
that can be used to control the flow velocity is impregnation of the paper with a
water-dissolvable sugar solution, causing an increased fluid viscosity, thus slowing
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down the flow and creating a delay as compared to uncoated paper. This technology
will also be discussed in section 2.2.

2.1.2 Valving in capillary driven devices
Valving is a basic operation in microfluidic systems required for switching of fluid
flow. For capillary driven systems without active components, the possibilities
are limited. In microchannel-based capillary driven systems, an abrupt change
in microchannel geometry has been used to built capillary stop valves [42]. The
principle is based on a substantial change in the flow driving capillary pressure,
which result in a pressure difference required to overcome the capillary stop valve
[43]. The reliability of such capillary driven stop valves is often not reported and the
use of stop valves is limited for purely capillary driven systems, as they require an
external actuation to overcome the stop of flow in a controlled manner [19]. When
capillary stop valves are arranged in a junction with a second fluid flow path, they
can be used as capillary trigger valves, where a fluid flow in one fluid path comes to
a halt until the fluid in the second fluid path reaches the junction and both fluids
can continue to flow [44, 45]. Different types of capillary trigger valves have been
built, the earliest were made in silicon with a one-level design that required high
aspect ratio to stop fluid flow and later also two-level trigger valves inspired by two-
level stop valves that could reliably stop fluid flow for over 30 minutes [46]. These
kinds of trigger valves allow more sophisticated operations in capillary systems,
but require the use of microfabrication techniques to precisely control the geometry
of the valves. The presented trigger valves always require at least two liquids for
operation. Another type of valving, based on capillary stop valves, are so-called soft
valves, which consist of a flexible membrane in conjunction with a capillary stop
valve. The mechanism allows manually deflecting the membrane into the channel,
resulting in an increase in capillary force, which induces capillary flow across the
capillary stop [47]. This manual process relies on user interaction which can be
desired, but can also be a complicating factor, depending on the application.

For capillary driven systems based on porous media, different concepts have
been proposed to achieve a valving function. A simple solution is similar to the
capillary soft valve and relies on mechanical manipulation by the user to intercon-
nect two disconnected flow paths by a folding [48, 49], deforming [50] or sliding
mechanism [51]. As in the case of soft-valves in capillary microfluidics, the manual
manipulation is an opportunity to manually initiate a desired mechanism but can
also be an obstacle. Other concepts that have been proposed for valving functions
in capillary driven systems on paper, which rely on fluid actuation, are more au-
tonomous, hence integrate well with the concept of paper-based systems. Concepts
for shutting off the fluid path have been developed, based on dissolvable sugar
[52], or pulan film bridges [53], which disintegrate as fluid passes, resulting in an
interruption of the capillary path, which stops the flow. Another principle based
on liquid triggering has been proposed, using liquid-triggered expandable polymer
actuators, which allow connection or disconnection of a capillary flow path [54].
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Electronic-based systems to achieve valving have been implemented with the help
of a fluid-triggered magnetic actuation [55], and electrically activated textile valves
based on electro-wetting of a woven fibre material [56]. Both concepts give a higher
level of control, as electronics can be used to actively manipulate the valving func-
tion, which can be beneficial, especially if electronics are required elsewhere in a
device. It also makes the use of electronics necessary, which complicates the man-
ufacturing and the integration of such capillary driven systems.

Valving is typically required for volume metering. Some of the concepts de-
scribed for valving have also been used for this purpose, demonstrating volume-
metering in the range of 10 µL to 80 µL with an estimated precision of 4–12%
(n=4) [52], 95 µL to 197 µL with a variation between 15% and 4% [54], or 6 µL to
20 µL with a volume- dependent variation [55].

2.2 Dissolvable barriers in microfluidic systems

In 2007, W. Meathrel and C. Moritz described several potential applications of dis-
solvable thin films for diagnostic applications, with functions such as incorporation
of reagents, controlled release of reagents, creation of isolation barriers to achieve
controlled timing and delayed flow, and multi-layered devices to allow sequential re-
actions of different reagents [57]. Several conceptual arrangements for incorporating
dissolvable films into lateral flow devices were proposed without specific information
on the implementation.

In 2012, Gorkin et al. published the first dissolvable valves in a microfluidic
system for centrifugo-pneumatic valving [58], a method of valving in centrifugal
microfluidics allowing operations at almost ten times higher RPM as compared
to conventional capillary burst valves. The valving mechanism is based on an air
pocket in connection to a dissolvable membrane, which is compressed upon high
rotational frequency and hence creates a contact between fluid and the dissolvable
membrane. The liquid contact causes dissolution of the sacrificial valve and creates
a vent for the air bubble and opens the path for liquid upstream of the valve. Valve
actuation relies on crossing a rotational threshold frequency above which liquid
gets in contact with the sacrificial membrane. This technolgy has been developed
further to allow multi-step, multi-liquid assays by introducing event triggered logical
valving [59]. The control of liquid-handling step in response to the completion of a
preceding liquid-handling step is enabled by interconnecting two dissolvable valves
with a venting channel to allow venting of the second valve chamber by dissolution
of the first dissolvable valve.

Another form of dissolvable barriers has been proposed recently for paper-based
capillary driven systems. Lutz et al presented in 2013 dissolvable fluidic time delays
to achieve a desired sequence of fluids delivered to a point of interest in a paper
network. Sucrose at different concentrations was used to reduce the flow speed in
designated areas of a paper strip, enabling a multi-step assay on paper. However,
in contrast to dissolvable films defining a concrete barrier that stop the flow, dis-
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solvable delays are rather a way of controlling the speed of flow in order to create
a delay similar to other proposed techniques described in section 2.1.1. The use
of dissolvable barriers has also been used for valving applications with a switch-off
function by dissolution of dissolvable bridges [52, 53] as described in section 2.1.2.
Another use of dissolvable PVA films has recently been proposed for the design
of desired volumetric flow rate profiles including oscillating flows in paper-based
devices [60]. To achive the desired oscillating flow profile, multiple capillary pumps
were stacked on top of each other with intermediate PVA layers, resulting in a
stepwise activation of a capillary pump connected in parallel.

Dissolvable thin films have also been described as an emerging platform for
drug delivery [61], and have shown potential as blocking layer for immunoreactant
storage at room temperature [62].

2.3 Dried Blood Spot technology

Blood samples have since the existence of clinical laboratory medicine been used
to determine the disease status of patients. While blood sample collection in the
past was mainly performed by health care professionals via venipuncture, capillary
blood sampling for POC applications is increasing and new applications based on
microliter-sized samples are being developed. But also for more complex analytical
tools such as mass spectrometers, an improved performance allows accurate quan-
tification in small sample volumes. A major advancement came in the 1990s with
the possibility of coupling LC systems together with MS systems which resulted in
an increased sensitivity of several orders of magnitude [63]. This performance im-
provement in LC-MS paved the way for a more widespread application of the MS,
not only by mass spectrometrists but also by biochemists, drug metabolism spe-
cialists and chromatographers. The smaller sample volume, enabled by the higher
sensitivity, opened the doors for another technology that has been around since the
1960s. When Dried Blood Spot (DBS) sampling was first introduced in 1963 by
Robert Guthrie and Ada Susi for screening of newborns for phenylketonuria (PKU)
[64], DBS sampling was highlighted as an economic and rapid screening method
for large populations of newborns. The method of collecting blood samples from
a heel prick of a newborn onto a filter paper had the advantage of only requiring
small amounts of blood while easily being able to handle the highly viscous blood
of newborns. Upon drying, the sample was punched out and placed on a bacterial
culture to detect increased levels of phenylalanin by suspending the inhibition of the
bacterial cell culture. This was the first assay based on DBS sampling for screening
of metabolism in newborns. Nowadays the same method of sample collection is
used for newborn screening with panels of around 30 to 40 diseases being screened
from just a few drops of blood. DBS samples are collected between 48 and 72 hours
after birth from every newborn to allow early intervention and prevent irreversible
damages. The sampling process for collection a DBS sample from a finger-prick is
depicted in Figure 2.1. In the following section, advantages and challenges as well
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as existing and emerging application of DBS sample analysis are discussed. The
method gained interest from pharmaceutical companies in the early 2000s. How-
ever, the hype around DBS technology faded when different studies demonstrated
a limited accuracy conflicting with bioanalytical validation guidelines, mainly due
to issues related to the hematocrit and spot inhomogeneity. The discovery of the
problems associated with DBS technology demonstrated the need for an innovative
technology to solve the issues. This has been driving the development of some of
the technologies that are reviewed in section 2.4, taking on the challenge of realis-
ing a way of collecting microsamples while providing accurate bioanalytical results
comparable to the gold standard of venous blood samples.

a b c d

Figure 2.1: Conventional DBS sample collection. a) A finger-prick lancet is used to
cause capillary bleeding. b) A drop of blood is collected on a filter paper. c) The sample
is dried and can be sent with conventional mail service. d) For analysis, a punch from the
spot is taken and prepared according to the analytical method.

2.3.1 Sample collection
Sample collection of traditional DBS samples involves several simple steps. DBS
sampling is mostly used in combination with a finger-prick for the extraction of
blood from the capillary bed, which is less invasive than venous sampling and is
typically preferred by patients [65]. An automatic safety lancet is applied to the
side of the finger tip to penetrate the skin and cause capillary bleeding. The first
drop of blood is removed because it may contain intracellular liquid. Bleeding
is supported by gently compressing the lower finger to accumulate blood in the
fingertip and releasing the pressure again to allow blood circulating through the
finger again. Excessive milking should be prevented. For traditional DBS sampling,
a free falling drop of blood is required, which contains an approximate volume of
50 µL. The drop has to be spotted in the centre of the designated sampling area
on the sample collection card. Touching the card to transfer the blood sample,
spotting multiple drops in the same spot, applying too little or too much blood to
the spot and altering the paper quality by compression should be avoided to deliver
a quality sample [66]. Upon sample collection, the card should be air dried for at
least three hours under ambient conditions to fixate the blood sample on the paper
matrix. For certain analytes, this can even result in an improved analyte stability
as highlighted in a recent review [67]. Ambient conditions may vary strongly, which
can affect the drying process and the homogeneity of the sample as demonstrated
in Paper I. To date, there is no standardized method of drying DBS samples.
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Due to its convenience, drying under ambient conditions is the method of choice,
however some concepts for patient-centric collection of blood samples incorporate a
mechanism for drying the sample with the help of a desiccant. This eliminates the
three hour delay between sample collection and sample transport. Furthermore, is
also guarantees a well-controlled drying process, independent of humidity.

2.3.2 Sample transport
Being able to ship Dried Blood samples without the need for a cold chain is the
door opener for patient centric collection of blood samples. While conventional
blood samples need to be shipped on dry ice, Dried Blood Spot samples can be
shipped with conventional post service [68, 69]. Analyte specific stability at elevated
temperatures should be evaluated for each compound during assay validation to
exclude degradation of the analyte during shipping. For the shipping of Dried Blood
specimen there is two different approaches. While guidelines recommend triple
packaging and shipping in an air permeable container to allow residual humidity to
evaporate, the alternative of using an air tight container such as a zip lock bag in
combination with a desiccant is often used for its convenience. Desiccant is required
to reduce residual humidity in the air tight ziplock bag and prevent condensation
during temperature changes the package might be exposed to. This way of shipping
blood samples with conventional mail service without the need for dry-ice shipment
has the potential for enormous cost savings during clinical trials [70].

2.3.3 Sample preparation and sample analysis by LC-MS/MS
For sample analysis of conventional DBS samples, a portion of the spot is punched
out with an manual or automatic punching tool and transferred to a vial or a
96-well plate for extraction. Alternatively, online extraction systems developed by
companies such as Spark Holland [71] or Camag [72] allow the automated extraction
of analytes from the sample card without the need for punching. Instead, a portion
of the DBS is clamped by the extraction system, sealing of a well defined area. A
solvent is pumped through the DBS spot to extract the target analyte from the
matrix. Online extraction tools are coupled directly to the LC-MS/MS system
which simplifies the work-flow substantially. The extraction method is specific
to the analyte and has to be evaluated during method development. To eliminate
potential matrix effects, an internal standard can be added to the extraction solvent.
An internal standard is a reference molecule with similar mass as the target analyte.
Matrix effects are caused by other substances competing during the ionisation of
the target analyte. An internal standard experiences the same effect of ionisation
supression or enhancement, and can be used to normalize the analytical result,
based on the known concentration of internal standard and the measured peak area
in the LC-MS/MS measurement. Once the sample is prepared for injection to the
LC-MS/MS system, which may require several additional steps such as extraction-
solvent evaporation and reconstitution with the mobile phase, the sample is injected
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into the chromatographic separation column. As the sample is pumped through the
separation column, a chromatographic separation occurs, which results in different
molecules being introduced to the ion source at different times. In the ion source,
the analytes are ionized using either electrospray ionization or atmospheric pressure
ionization. After ionization, the analyte passes through the mass analyzer which
detects the specific mass-to-charge ratio of each molecule passing through before it
reaches the mass detector which quantifies the amount of molecules at each mass-
to-charge value. For LC-MS/MS, an intermediate fragmentation step allows to
investigate fractions of larger molecules in more detail.

2.3.4 Challenges for the use of DBS
DBS sample collection has many advantages due to its simplicity, but also comes
with several limitations when it comes to accurate quantitative bioanalysis. Tradi-
tionally, blood analysis has been performed on plasma or serum samples, which is a
basic difference in comparison to DBS using whole blood. On top of that difference,
there is a number of effects which have been identified by the research community
and are summarized in Figure 2.2. This has lead to an increasing number of pa-
rameters such as spotting volume, sample hematocrit and punch location causing
an increased complexity for bioanalytical assay validation on DBS. It may even
cause bias that exceeds the acceptable limit of ±15% for quantitative bioanalysis
as it has been reported [73]. For a better understanding, the different effects are
explained below. Because dried samples can neither be remixed nor pipetted to
obtain a certain volume, the sub-punch approach as described in section 2.3.3 is
typically used, which means a fraction of the spot is transferred to the extraction
procedure. This fraction should ideally be representative to a certain liquid blood
volume, however there are several reasons this is not the case.

Drop-to-drop variation in blood: During the rise of Theranos, growing from a
blood sampling startup to a multi-billion-dollar valuated company, the question of
how accurately parameters from a single drop of blood could be evaluated arose, and
gave sceptics an argument against the claims of the company. During that time, a
research group from Texas published an article that presented data on variation for
hematology parameters in consecutive drops of finger-prick blood [74]. The study
concluded that finger-prick blood yields 3 to 8 times higher coefficients of variation
(CVs) for cell counts, as compared to venous blood. Other research groups have
not confirmed these results, rather concluded good agreement between finger-prick
and venous blood for leucocytes [75], white blood cells and c–reactive protein [76],
and analytes such as tacrolimus [77].

Whole blood vs. Plasma: Analysis of traditional blood samples based on
centrifuged plasma does not contain the cellular components that are contained in
a DBS sample. For a majority of analytes, the binding properties to blood cells
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Figure 2.2: Different effects that can influence the quantitative analysis of DBS.

result in a blood to plasma ratio which is unequal to 1 [78]. This means that DBS
cannot simply be correlated to plasma levels, and thus requires bridging studies
over a range of concentration to determine the type of correlation between the two
matrices [79]. The topic is further discussed in relation to the presented plasma
sampling concepts in section 2.4.4.

Spot inhomogenity by chromatographic effects: As the sample is spotted
on the filter paper, there are several effects that influence the analyte distribution
in the final spot. As described by Chao et al. [80], the blood spot first spreads on
top of the paper before further expanding the perimeter by penetrating the paper
through horizontal flow. During the horizontal flow, chromatographic effects can
influence the spot homogeneity because certain particles and molecules may travel
faster or slower depending on their size and the pore size of the paper medium
[81]. This means that depending on the distribution of an analyte between blood
cells and plasma, the concentration on the edge may be higher or lower because of
chromatographic effects.

Spot inhomogeneity by drying: Another reason for inhomogeneous analyte
distribution in DBS is the drying process. As water evaporates from the spot, an
inhomogeneous evaporation profile caused by a local gradient in humidity leads
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to a redistributing flow within the wet sample. This causes the accumulation of
reagents at the point with the lowest local humidity and the highest evaporation
rate and is explained by the so-called coffee stain effect [82]. In Paper 1, drying
of blood spot on paper is explored experimentally, showing that even conditions
typically not considered during DBS card processing, such as the humidity and the
card placement, may influence the analyte distribution in DBS. The drying effect
could explain observations of high analyte concentration in peripheral spots that
have been reported by others [83, 84, 73].

Hematocrit effect on the volume: The hematocrit-related volumetric bias
describes the effect of hematocrit on the spreading behavior in the DBS paper. As
it has been shown, spotting of a fixed volume of blood at high hematocrit yields
significantly smaller spots than spotting of the same volume at low hematocrit. This
means a higher loading density of the paper with blood at high hematocrit levels.
For sub-punches taken from the spot, it results in a systematic bias depending on the
blood hematocrit with the sample volumes at 25% HCT beeing approximately 20–
30% lower as compared to the sample volume at 65% HCT [85]. A cross dependency
with the above described inhomogenity effects exists as described in Paper I, where
a literature study has revealed higher inhomogeneity for lower hematocrit values.
This means that the cross-dependency of the different effects in combination with
a varying blood-plasma ratio of a substance, the plasma protein binding and the
hematocrit level, affect the overall analyte distribution in a DBS [73].

Hematocrit effect on the recovery: Another effect that has been described in
DBS literature is the hematocrit depending recovery. While achieving a high recov-
ery is generally important for accurate quantification, hematocrit-related recovery
is another source for hematocrit-related bias [86, 87]. The two hematocrit-related
effects may eliminate each other and contribute to a seemingly successful assay
validation.

Other effects: Inhomogenity and poorly defined sample volume are two important
concerns for the quantitative bioanalysis in DBS samples. Other variables such
as the sample volume, punch location, paper substrate and the analyte-specific
blood-to-plasma ratio may further complicate assay validation. Another important
factor which often is neglected in the discussion about the performance of DBS
assays is the fact that all validations and even patient studies typically are done
on anticoagulant-treated venous blood. The effects and thus the analytical results
may differ when real finger-prick blood samples are used instead of anticoagulant-
treated blood samples. Especially the effect of the rather slow drying process on the
inhomogeneity may differ for anti-coagulant treated blood and non-treated blood.

To eliminate these effects, scientists in the field have proposed different ap-
proaches. Applying a volume-defined sample in combination with whole-spot analy-
sis is a solution that has been promoted by different groups [86, 88] and is a logical
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consequence when looking at the complex interaction of the different effects. How-
ever, this excludes the use of finger-prick blood direcly collected on DBS filter paper
cards. As a consequence, the hematocrit-related issues for DBS sampling have lead
to the development of new sample collection tools that often define liquid volumes
before the drying process, to allow analysis of the entire sample and eliminate the
inhomogeneity effects. Some of the microsampling technologies that are known to
the community are reviewed in section 2.4.

2.3.5 DBS application areas
DBS sampling is a sampling method that has been used for the detection of many
analytes. Two recent comprehensive reviews on DBS technology have identified a
vast number of analytes that have been detected from DBS. In 2017, Freeman et al.
wrote a review based on 86 studies of which 71 were review papers and identified
2018 different analytes that have been measured on DBS samples. 50% of the
measured analytes were classified as small molecules, 33% as large molecules, 15%
as nucleic acids and 2% as elements [67]. Zakaria et al. reviewed 197 references
in relation to DBS technology and substances in exclusion of the original field of
newborn screening and compiled a list of 121 substances that have been measured
on DBS samples [89]. Both reviews mention the issues around the hematocrit as a
parameter that needs to be addressed during method validation. The possibilities
for the application of DBS samples is extensive. In this section, not all but several
application areas and their specific benefits for the implementation of DBS and
microsampling, are discussed.

Newborn screening: Newborn screening (NBS) is the origin of DBS sampling
and the initial PKU tests have been expanded to metabolomic panels of around
30 to 40 metabolites that are screened nationwide in many countries around the
world [90]. New markers are still added as new treatment methods are emerging
for specific disorders that could previously not be treated. Timing of the sample
collection is crucial for the accurate detection of PKU parameters since the ana-
lyte concentration after birth can increase or decrease. A recommended sample
collection time is between 48 to 72 hours after birth. This and the well-defined
population probably contributes to hematocrit and inhomogeneity being less of an
issue for NBS with an overall imprecision of approximately 10% [90].

Therapeutic drug monitoring: Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) describes
the monitoring of drug exposure in blood and adjustment of the drug dose consider-
ing inter-individual variations in the pharmacokinetics to allow a more personalized
treatment. TDM is especially important for drugs with a narrow therapeutic win-
dow and a high inter-individual pharmacokinetic (PK) variability. Antiepileptic
drugs (AED) [91] and immunosuppressants [92] are two applications where TDM
is typically implemented. The latter, for example, to prevent an increased risk for
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rejection after organ transplants or overexposure with an increased risk for toxic-
ity. In both cases, the patients require a regular and sometimes lifelong monitoring
of the drug levels. This is a strong motivation for the implementation of remote-
monitoring via self-sampling where both patients and the health care system would
benefit from the merits of DBS sampling. Potential assays and pitfalls were re-
viewed in 2009 by Edelbroek et al. who highlighted the potential of DBS for TDM
of 34 different drugs that were included in the literature study, but also point to
the potential errors in the sampling method. A more recent review including 93
different substance for TDM [93] concluded a growing number of analytical vali-
dated methods but often limited clinical validation. The review also discusses the
importance of the hematocrit effect and critically highlights the missing validation
in respect to hematocrit for 10 out of 24 studies that were reviewed. A detailed eval-
uation of cost savings for the specific case of TDM home-sampling in comparison
to conventional sample collection at the clinic [94] concludes cost savings of 43% to
61% from a societal perspective and 7% to 21% from a health care perspective. Fur-
ther saving could potentially be achieved when home-sampling is performed more
than once, due to consideration of the one-time fixed cost involved for training the
patients.

Pharmaceutical research: DBS and other microsampling technologies for phar-
maceutical research has gained much interest during the last decade. From a
pharmaceutical-company perspective there are many advantages that motivate the
use of microsampling technologies throughout the different stages of drug develop-
ment trials [95]. A first advantage is in the area of animal ethics where the concept
of the 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, Refinement) would directly benefit from the
small sample volumes that are required for microsampling and could help to re-
duce the animal populations that are required for PK studies. Another reason is
the development of medicines for newborns and small children with tailored drug
doses which need to be confirmed in clinical trials and requires the collection of
blood samples from such a population with limited amount of blood. Other advan-
tages, not only limited to pharmacuetical research but still of great value, is the
possibility of self-sampling via finger-prick and the reduced costs during shipping
specimens without the need for dry ice shipment [96].Both ultimately contribute to
the value that microsampling could bring to the pharmaceutical industry, being an
enabling technology to gather data where it has previously been either impossible,
or extremely expensive to do so. The downside of microsampling in the regulated
environment of pharamceutical research is the struggle that pharmaceutical compa-
nies and regulators have with the introduction of a new sample matrix. Important
considerations around the implementation of DBS sampling in the context of phar-
maceutical research have been presented by the Consortium for Innovation and
Quality in Pharamaceutical Development (IQ) [79] and the PK Drug Metabolism
group at Merck that is collaborating with regulatory authorities to bring DBS sam-
pling to their clinical trials [97].
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Toxciology: For toxicology applications DBS has the advantage of easy and con-
venient blood sampling which could enable the screening of certain populations.
Occupational health and drug of abuse determination are two potential scenarios
that could benefit from simplified sample collection process. A 2014 review by
Sadones et al. discusses the use of DBS for toxicological applications and lists drug
of abuse substances that have been measured on DBS [98]. Examples for specific
application cases with potential for DBS sampling are traffic medicine, monitor-
ing of addicts during rehab programs, and screening of newborns to examine the
prevalence of drugs of abuse during pregnancy.

2.4 Technologies for patient-centric sample collection

In the following section some of the concepts that have been developed to address
the discussed issues in relation to DBS sample analysis or to realize patient-centric
blood sampling are briefly discussed in respect to the devices principle, the vol-
umetric performance, the user friendliness, manufacturing technology, the sample
format and the downstream compatibility. The devices are categorized by their
basic principle into DBS-card based systems, other dried sample preservation sys-
tems, automatic sampling systems and plasma sampling systems. The information
is based on scientific publications, but also on patents, personal experience and
exchange with others.

2.4.1 DBS-card based systems
DBS cards as a sampling tool are unchallenged in simplicity and cost effectiveness.
Along the initial idea of low-cost, filter-paper-based sample collection in a DBS
card format, there are several new concepts which have been developed.

2.4.1.1 Hemaxis DB

This Swiss invention commercialised by the company DBS System consists of a
injection-moulded polymer card holder with a microfluidic insert (see Figure 2.3 a)
to produce volumetric DBS on conventional DBS cards [99, 100]. When blood
is applied to the microfluidic channel, the surplus of blood is disconnected from
the channel volume by the three-walled design of the channel inlet. After filling
of the polymer microchannel by capillary action, the card holder is closed, which
brings the outlet of the microchannel in contact with the absorbent filter paper
in a controlled way. The capillary force in the filter paper outweighs the capillary
force in the microchannel, hence causing fluid transport from the microchannel
to the filter paper. The studies demonstrate no hematocrit-related bias for the
microfluidic sampling procedure in combination with whole-spot analysis [99, 100].
The dos and dont‘s in the IFU [101] point out that the filling of the vertically
positioned outlet structure facing the surface of the filter paper may be assisted
by gravity. This makes the device prone to mishandling when not placed on a
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flat surface as intended but is held in the hand. Also filling and emptying the
channels one by one to prevent coagulation of blood inside the microchannel can be
challenging, especially when it comes to patient-centric blood sampling where this
exercise has to be executed while having a blood drop at the fingertip. Otherwise
the presented concept uses the advantages of the existing DBS infrastructure since
it fits seamless into existing pre-analytical equipment [100] and solves the issues
around hematocrit-related bias.

Low Hematocrit

High Hematocrit
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Figure 2.3: Dried blood spot card based approaches. a) The Hemaxis DB card holder
with a microfluidic insert and detailed pictures of the microfluidic channel of the device
with a three-walled inlet structure before filling, after filling and during emptying. b)
The principle of the hematocrit-independent sample substrate being commercialized by
Qyntest.

2.4.1.2 Qyntest

One of the approaches being commercialized under the name of Qyntest uses a wo-
ven hydrophilic polymer substrate to implement an HCT-independent spreading of
blood on the substrate [102]. As the authors have demonstrated, the blood spread-
ing on the woven polymer substrate (see Figure 2.3 b) is not affected by hematocrit
indicated by the mean bias of blood spot area of below 5% for a hematocrit range
of 20% up to 70%. The problem does however not solve spot-inhomogeneity issues
which can also be observed on the polymer substrate with periphery punches con-
taining 5% to 12% more paracetamol than centre punches. If the specific spreading
characteristics of blood on the polymer substrate is known, image analysis could
be used to calculate the spot volume. In combination with extraction of the whole
spot, this would enable an accurate quantification in such DBS samples. However,
it would complicate the sample extraction due to varying sample sizes. The poly-
mer substrate can be used similar to traditional paper-based DBS cards and the
woven polymer substrates is a low-cost material which is a clear advantage. On
the other hand, introducing a new material with unknown characteristics requires
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an evaluation of matrix interference dependent on the extraction procedure and an
investigation of analyte stability and extraction recovery.

2.4.2 Dried sample preservation systems
Some of the concepts under development differ in the way and format of sample
collection from the original DBS approach but maintain the dry sample preservation
concept. In the following section two different technologies at different level of
commercialization are described.

2.4.2.1 Mitra®

The Mitra® blood-sampling device is marketed by Neoteryx and consists of an
absorbent porous tip and a plastic handle (see Figure 2.4 a). The underlying
technology is called Volumetric Absorbent Microsampling (VAMS™). When the
absorbent tip is brought into contact with a blood drop in a positive angle, a defined
amount of blood is absorbed in the pores of the matrix [85]. This is a simple but
efficient way of defining a blood volume which uses a stiff porous matrix instead
of paper. Even though absorption dynamics are varying for different HCTs, once
the tip is saturated, a constant volume of 10 µL has been absorbed. Inter-operator
variability has been reported [103] and handling the device wrong may lead to
oversampling [85]. Patient experience sampling with Mitra® as simple, which is
key when aiming for patient-centric blood sampling. From an automation point
of view, the handles are compatible with certain automation tools which allows a
convenient extraction process. Others have reported that the extraction method
has to be designed carefully to allow good recovery from the porous tips [104, 87].
The Mitra device has been tested for many different markers and usability has been
demonstrated in patient studies [105]. The device is available for sampling volumes
of 10, 20 and 30 µL.

2.4.2.2 HemaPen®

The hemaPEN® developed by Trajan Scientific and Medical is a microsampling
device for precise, accurate and user-independent volumetric collection of DBS
samples. Even though the device design is far from traditional DBS cards (see
Figure 2.4 b), the 3 µL sample is stored in a cartridge with pre-cut DBS disks. The
underlying technology has recently been published and consists of four end-to-end
glass capillaries, a capillary holder and a DBS cartridge [106]. For defining the
volume, the glass capillaries are filled with blood by capillary action before the
device is closed and a mechanism brings the capillaries in contact with the sam-
ple pad, resulting in absorption of the sample volume. The results show that the
method using end-to-end glass capillaries in conjunction with pre-cut DBS disks
achieve higher accuracy and precision and a lower inter-operator variability than
a standard pipette. The sample is protected in the inner body and an desiccant
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a b

Figure 2.4: Dried sample preservation systems. a) The porous Mitra device marketed
by Neoteryx for the absorption of a fixed volume of blood in a porous matrix. b) The
HemaPEN® blood collection device from Trajan Scientific and Medical is under develop-
ment and currently supplied for research or investigational use only (not for therapeutic
or diagnostic use). The device consists of a handle, four end-to-end glass capillaries and
an automatic transfer mechanism of the blood to pre-cut DBS disks. Picture with kindly
permission from Trajan Scientific and Medical(www.trajanscientific.com).

guarantees drying of the sample. For the sample extraction, the hemaPEN® has
to be taken apart, which can certainly be done by an automation tool but requires
the development of an individual solution.

2.4.3 Automatic sampling systems
Automatic sampling systems promise to be a new alternative to venous and finger-
prick blood sampling. Two concepts that are currently under development, combine
the principle of vacuum driven blood extraction known from the Vacutainer® with
an array of small needles to puncture the skin.

2.4.3.1 HemoLink™

The HemoLink™ is an integrated blood sampler for sample collection from the
capillary bed at the upper arm (see Figure 2.5). The device features a mechanism
to eject microneedles and simultaneously create an under pressure to draw blood
from the capillary bed. With the help of an open microfluidic channel, the blood
is guided to Eppendorf-like tubes attaching to the blood draw mechanism. The
device collects a volume of 150 µL in liquid form, but different cartridges, including
dried sample preservation based on DBS, are under development. Since no finger-
prick is required and the device draws the blood directly, the sample collection
with the HemoLink™ is relatively simple and user friendly. The device consists of
multiple injection-moulded components and small needles that form an assembly.
The standard format is a liquid whole-blood sample, but the plug-in platform allows
to couple in containers with different features. Since the standard sample is a
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liquid whole-blood sample in an Eppendorf-type vial, it connects well to established
analytical platforms. However, this does not include sample preservation by drying
and the connected simplified transport options. Unfortunately, there is no peer-
reviewed information on the performance of the device available.

a b

Figure 2.5: The HemoLink™ blood collection device for microneedle-assisted collection
of 150 µL of whole blood from the capillary bed at the upper arm. Pictures with kindly
permission from Tasso Inc. (www.tasso.com).

2.4.3.2 Tap

The Tap device from Seventh Sense Biosystems is similar in concept to the HemoLink.
A push button automatically ejects a ring of spring-loaded steel needles that pen-
etrates the skin and causes capillary bleeding [107]. In contrast to the HemoLink,
a vacuum is not generated but instead contained in the inner body of the device
to draw a total of 100 µL of heparinized whole blood. The single-button approach
is user friendly and can be performed without any special training which is a big
advantage over DBS technology. The system consists of an assembly with different
plastic parts, a spring mechanism and steel needles which is more complex than
most of the other technologies discussed in this section. The sample format is a
liquid sample that can be extracted with a pipette from the bottom of the device. A
solution for remote collection by stabilizing the sample has not yet been presented.

2.4.4 Plasma extraction systems
Plasma sampling systems address one of the big differences between dried whole-
blood samples and venous plasma based samples. Traditionally, a majority of blood
analysis has been performed on either plasma or serum samples. DBS sample analy-
sis instead is based on whole-blood samples containing the red blood cell (RBC)
fraction on top of the plasma fraction. For a majority of analytes, the blood-to-
plasma ratio is unequal to 1 which means concentrations in DBS cannot simply
be correlated to the historical plasma samples concentrations [78]. The problem is
further complicated with variations in hematocrit which should theoretically affect
the blood-to-plasma ratio [108]. The development of new plasma sampling meth-
ods should thus simplify the correlation of the two differently obtained samples. In
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the following subsections, two different plasma extraction methods which are com-
mercially available, as well as a recently published method which has not reached
commercialization, are briefly reviewed.

2.4.4.1 ADX 100

The ADX 100 card is a simple lateral flow device for the extraction of plasma by
capillary force (see Figure 2.6 a). Upon addition of several drops of blood to the inlet
port, a lateral flow separation occurs. Filtration is based onWhatman LF1, a bound
glass fibre material designed for lateral flow blood filtration [109]. Four large drops
of blood are required for the extraction of sufficient plasma. Despite the typical
challenges for finger-pricks to achieve such an amount of blood, the application to
the porous filtration membrane is rather simple and comparable to that of standard
DBS. The user has to be cautious about not staining the plasma area with blood.
The multi-layered device consists of low-cost materials and is compatible with R-
2-R manufacturing methods. The sample is dried in the lateral flow media and can
potentially be analysed with standard DBS pre-analytical equipment for punching
as well as with the online extraction system from Camag. Unfortunately, there is
no peer-reviewed data on the performance of the system available, which does not
allow to draw conclusions about the volumetric performance and potential problems
with the method.
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Figure 2.6: Plasma extraction device principles. a) The ADX100 redrawn from [109] for
non-volumetric plasma separation based on a lateral flow filter. b) The principle of the
volumetric Noviplex™ plasma separation card by a vertical flow separation mechanism
yielding 2.5 µL of plasma redrawn from [110].
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2.4.4.2 Noviplex™

The Noviplex™ plasma extraction card is a vertical flow device (see Figure 2.6 b)
designed to filtrate a specific volume of plasma from finger-prick blood [110]. In
the study, an input volume of 35 µL yielded 2.5 µL plasma, independent of the
hematocrit. However, a variation dependent on input volume was not investigated
and the plasma volume was measured by a single measurement of 10 plasma discs
which only yields the average volume of the discs and does not depict the real
variation between single discs. The application of blood to the card is similar to
traditional DBS cards. To achieve a well-defined volume that is stored in the sample
disc, a manual separation step requires the user to remove the filtration layer after
three minutes. This is an error-prone step, as it relies on the user. An influence
of too-fast or too-slow removal was not investigated. The card consists of a stack
of low-cost materials. The sample has the form of a separate disc that can be
manually removed with tweezers and is not compatible with automatic punchers or
online extraction systems.

2.4.4.3 Plasma extraction card

The auto-DPS card [111] and the book-type DBS card [112] both consist of a multi-
layered stack of asymmetric filtration membranes similar or identical to the ones
used in Paper 5 and Paper 6 and capillary extraction substrates. The principle is
based on a vertical flow of plasma through the filtration membrane into a paper
substrate providing the capillary force for the extraction. Similar to the Noviplex
cards, a manual separation step after three minutes is used to interrupt the filtra-
tion process and separate the filter from the sample pad. The auto DPS card uses a
wax barrier similar to the methods described in section 2.1.1 to confine the perime-
ter of the soaking area, hence absorb a defined volume. However, the analytical
data provided for the auto DPS card indicates a strong hematocrit bias which can,
in conclusion by the authors, stem from a volumetric bias but could also be influ-
enced by the blood-to-plasma binding ratio of the analyte which causes an inherent
hematocrit bias for prepared plasma samples. A redesign of the auto-DPS card,
namely the book-type DBS card, showed several improvements with an intermedi-
ate layer to achieve homogeneous spots allowing the analysis of sub-fractions of the
DBS sample. No hematocrit bias on qualtiy control (QC) samples was observed
and the relative error of the QC samples was ≤±15% for a HCT range from 30%
to 60% which is an acceptance criteria, according to bioanalytical validation guide-
lines. Even though the volume induced relative error for most of the samples was
below 15%, a volume-induced bias was observed. From a usability perspective, the
presented card is similar to the Noviplex™ cards and traditional DBS sampling and
requires the timed removal of the filtration layer to interrupt the filtration process.
This could be a source for additional error as evaporation of the sample during the
filtration contributes to unwanted bias. The prototypes of the presented auto-DPS
and book-type DPS card consist of multiple stacked layers and low-cost materials.
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A cost-efficient production of such type in R-2-R is possible and straight forward.
The yielded sample is a Dried Plasma Spot, similar to DBS. A focus of the concepts
was the compatibility with the Spark Holland online extraction system which offers
an automated solution for the extraction procedure and is a clear advantage. The
membrane size tailored for different input volumes is feasible in a laboratory but
cannot be applied to finger-prick samples with unknown input volume, which is an
additional challenge for the concept.



Chapter 3

Technology

This chapter gives an overview of the technology used for prototyping, the fabri-
cation of dissolvable films and roll-to-roll (R-2-R) compatible manufacturing. It
also presents the different concepts that have been developed using capillary flow
and timed dissolvable valves to achieve volume metering, volume metered plasma
extraction, aliquoting and sequential operations.

3.1 Manufacturing technologies

The manufacturing method of choice depends strongly on the application and the
functions to be integrated in a microfluidic system. Silicon or glass based microflu-
idic systems are typically superior when it comes to processing methods, feature
size, bio-compatibility, chemical stability or integration of sensors [113], however
the use of cleanroom technology for manufacturing of microfluidic devices makes
for a relatively high cost, thus is not suitable for low-cost components with a large
footprint.

Polymer microfluidic systems are a good alternative for many microfluidic ap-
plications where the material-specific properties of glass and silicon microsystems
are not required and rapid prototyping is beneficial. A variety of materials and
processes have been used for manufacturing of polymer microfluidic systems. A
common technology which is often used for manufacturing of devices in a research
setting is casting of PDMS microfluidic chips, a process introduced in 1998 by
Whitesides group [114]. Other technologies used for fabrication and manufactur-
ing of microfluidic components are injection molding, thermoforming [115], hot
embossing, laser and CNC machining and precision mechanical machining. All
manufacturing processes can be used with a specific set of materials and down-
stream processes, and are suitable for different scales of manufacturing. Since the
use of capillary filling and especially the use of dissolvable valves induces destructive
testing, a fast and low-cost fabrication process is desired.

27
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3.1.1 Prototyping
For prototyping of all microfluidic components in this thesis, a layer-by-layer ap-
proach using xurography [116] in combination with pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA)
bonding and lamination was used. Lamination technology of multi-layered devices
is convenient due to its fast turnaround times from idea to design to manufacturing
and testing, with the time for an iteration cycle typically being in the range of hours
to days, depending on the complexity of the system. In comparison to other manu-
facturing methods such as casting, thermo-forming or injection moulding, requiring
the time-consuming manufacturing of a master that can be replicated, xurography
is an attractive alternative when the limited resolution of the method is sufficient.

Another reason to choose lamination technology for the development of the
microfluidic components presented in this thesis is the possibility of integrating
materials with hydrophilic surface treatment required to achieve a well-controlled
capillary flow within the devices. Multi-layered microfluidics by xurography do not
require hydrophilic post treatment as the case for other manufacturing technologies.
This is beneficial because the prototyping method can be easily transferred to ex-
isting R-2-R-compatible manufacturing methods. All microfluidic concepts in this
work require the integration of additional materials such as PVA valves, capillary
pumps (paper-patches) and filtration membranes. Therefore, adhesive bonding us-
ing PSA offers a simple and convenient solution, at the same time required for the
assembly of multi-layered microfluidic devices. Additionally, lamination and adhe-
sive bonding is also highly compatible method for the integration of other function-
alities and components, such as electronics, sensors and biomolecules, which could
be beneficial in the future.

The layer-by-layer approach also comes with a few limitations that are espe-
cially challenging for capillary driven flow. The design possibilities for microfluidic
devices in lamination technology are limited to 2.5-D freedom of design. The res-
olution of the most common cutting methods for rapid prototyping such as laser
cutting or CNC-controlled knife cutting is limited, and small defects may cause
unpredictable and unrepeatable fluid flow behaviour. Layers are cut with a method
dependent side wall profile, and small defects created by the method of structur-
ing the layers may pose an obstacle (see Figure 3.1). Surface properties are well
defined for film surfaces, but when flow is exposed to the bulk material at open
intersections stemming from the cutting process, undefined surface roughness and
material properties may be an obstacle for capillary flow.

Microfluidic prototyping: The prototyping process for laminated microfluidics
using xurograpghy is as follows: A CAD design is made, containing all layers and
components, such as PVA layers and paper patches. A microfluidic layer typically
consists of at least three layers, a channel cover, a capillary spacer and a channel
bottom, which are designed separately. For devices with multiple microfluidic lay-
ers, the number of polymer layers increases. Materials are prepared according to
the designed layer stack with channel cover and bottom consisting of hydrophilic
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Figure 3.1: SEM pictures comparing edge profiles at the outlet well for the prototyping
method with two different blades and the punching process. A 45-degree blade results in
a well defined upper edge but shows a high edge roughness in the lower part of the cut.
The 60-degree blade shows a smoother side-wall profile but has a burr at the entrance
side. The punched structure shows a typical roll-over profile reported by others. i) And
l) show the outlet structure punched towards the side with the hydrophilic coating which
results in an exit burr at the outlet well facing the microchannel. This burr creates an
obstacle for capillary filling of the outlet well, resulting in poor filling behaviour.

materials. Capillary spacer tape is a polymer tape with an adhesive coating on
both sides. Hydrophilic layers may be customized with adhesive layers on one
side if adhesive bonding between multiple microfluidic layers or adhesive bonding
to PVA layers or components is required. All layers required for the microfluidic
layer are cut with a CNC-controlled knife and paper components with a CO2 laser.
Each microfluidic layer is assembled by consecutively adding the channel cover, the
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channel spacer and the channel bottom to a set up with alignment pins. Liners pro-
tecting the adhesive layers are removed prior to the assembly and the lamination
process. Sensitive components such as filtration membranes and capillary pumps
are integrated after the lamination process. The different ways of fabricating and
integrating PVA layers into the microfluidic devices is described below.

Dissolvable film fabrication: Polyvinylalcohol (PVA) is a synthetic water-soluble
polymer that is used industrially for a large variety of applications. PVA can be
used as filler in concrete for reinforcement, coating in the paper industry, adhesives,
release liner, CO2 barrier film, and for dissolvable packaging applications, but also
for medical applications such as lubricant in eye drops, or as embolization reagent.
PVA is not produced by polymerisation of its monomers but instead by hydrolysis
of polyvinyl acetate. The polymer is available in a range of molecular weights and
hydrolysis states, both affecting the solubility of PVA with the general rule that
a lower molecular weight and a lower degree of hydrolysis dissolve faster. PVA
is typically available as a granule. To fabricate PVA films from the granule, it is
dissolved in deionized (DI) water under steady stirring and indirect heating in a
water bath. The viscosity of the solution depends on the molecular weight and
the concentration of PVA that is used. To achieve homogenous defect-free PVA
films of good quality, complete dissolution of the PVA in a dustfree environment is
required. Alternatively, the solution can be filtrated with a syringe filter.
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Figure 3.2: The fabrication process for thin dissolvable PVA films. a) Shows the auto-
matic film applicator with the wire-bar, the insert shows the steel wire wrapped around
the bar. b) Shows a schematic of the coating process.

For the fabrication of thin PVA films, a wire-bar applicator (see insert Fig-
ure 3.2 a), similar to a doctor blade, was used. A wire-bar applicator consists of a
steel wire with defined diameter, tightly wrapped around a steel bar. The gap in
between two windings of the steel wire is defined by its diameter and hence defines
the amount of PVA solution that remains on the release liner after the wire-bar
has removed the excess of the PVA solution. For application of the PVA solution
with the wire-bar, an automatic film applicator was used. The automatic film ap-
plicator drags the wire bar over the substrate at steady speed and with a constant
weight acting upon the substrate. This process allows homogeneous coating of the
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liner with a thin liquid PVA film as depicted in Figure 3.2 b. For a convenient
inspection of the PVA film quality, films were stained with a blue dye revealing
inhomogeneities and defects to the naked eye. Films were dried under ambient
conditions before they were integrated into the different microfluidic devices.

Dissolvable film integration: For the integration of the PVA layer, different
technologies have been used (see Figure 3.3). For prototypes using various films
thicknesses of PVA in between different microfluidic layers, a manual pick-and-place
process for small patches of PVA films were used (Papers 6, 7 and 8). When a single
PVA film thickness was needed across the whole area of the microfluidic layer, a
transfer process was used. The microfluidic layer was bonded to the PVA-liner
stack, and the microfluidic layer with the attached PVA layer was removed from
the liner, before bonding both to a second microfluidic layer. The transfer process is
convenient for the handling of a bigger area of PVA, which is otherwise challenging
due to the sensitivity of the film to humidity and electrostatic charges. For the DBS
application, PVA needs to be transferred and then be laminated to the different
papers before being bonded to the microfluidic layer using PSA. The lamination
process to paper allows a convenient handling of large paper-PVA areas because of
the structural stability of the paper. This process also simplifies the handling of
the PVA films during the R-2-R compatible process.

T= 80°C

a

b

c
PSA 

transfer 
bonding

Lamination

PVA
Paper
Micro�uidics
PVA liner

Figure 3.3: Three different alternatives for PVA film integration. a-b) A hot roll lam-
ination can be used to stick the PVA layer to smooth plastic layers or paper substrates.
Alternatively, adhesive bonding of the PVA to the microfluidic layer is possible. c) Adhe-
sive transfer bonding of PVA to a microfluidic layer.

3.1.2 R-2-R compatible manufacturing
Manual fabrication of multi layered microfluidic devices by CNC knife, also called
xurography, is convenient for rapid prototyping purposes where short design itera-
tion cycles enable a rapid exploration and improvement of experimental concepts.
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However, for fabrication of a proven concept the manual process of cutting, align-
ing and integration with multiple components becomes labor intensive and time
consuming. For the microfluidic DBS application with the objective of testing the
concept in a clinical environment, the manual fabrication process has been an ob-
stacle. Supply of prototypes for assay validation and patient samples may well
end up being a full-time manufacturing job. The manual fabrication process also
affects the accuracy and the reliability of manufactured devices with misalignment
and insufficient process control being the main reason. To overcome these issues
and allow the use of the concept for clinical studies and validation projects, an au-
tomated fabrication process was pursued in collaboration with an external supplier
using a R-2-R compatible manufacturing process. Instead of xurography, a punch-
ing process has been used for structuring the different layers of the microfluidic
layer. The tooling requires substantial capital investment upfront but allows high
throughput and repeatability. Punches consist of an EDM-cut male-female tool
that allows precise cutting with minimal deformation of the thin polymer layers. A
process-specific edge profile including roll-over, shear zone and exit burr that has
been reported by others for punching of metal materials [117, 118] could also be
observed for the used polymer materials. Figure 3.1 shows SEM pictures of the
outlet-well edge at entrance (f) and exit (i, l) of the punching tool, visualizing the
roll-over and the exit burr which, can affect the filling properties of the outlet well.

Another crucial component for the R-2-R-compatible manufacturing is the fab-
rication of large PVA areas. Commercially available PVA films could not be sourced
in the required thickness, and the use of a commercial product does not allow to
tailor the dissolving properties of the material to the specific needs. To realize the
fabrication of the PVA films, a coating machine for adhesive coatings was used to
apply a well-defined thickness of PVA solution to a PET liner. This allowed the
fabrication of large areas of PVA films in a roll format, in contrast to the previously
used sheet format with a limited throughput. Punching of all components in the
microfluidic assemply, fabrication of PVA and paper-PVA stack in a roll format
and die-cutting of all other parts required for the assembly of the microfluidic DBS
card enable a seamless transfer to an R-2-R process, as depicted in Figure 3.4.

3.2 Concepts for flow control in capillary driven devices

The great advantage of capillary driven systems is their independence from external
driving forces in combination with low-cost manufacturing capabilities. At the
same time, it is also a limitation to the systems, since flow control with passive
components has limited capabilities. The integration of active components can
extend the possibilities of capillary driven system but comes at the cost of increased
system complexity. Research during recent years has added a great number of
functions to capillary driven systems as described in section 2.1 and section 2.2.
New method of constructing devices, routing the flow, controlling the speed of
flow have contributed to a better control within capillary driven microfluidics and
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of all steps and processes required for a R-2-R manufacturing of
the microfluidic DBS card.

allowed for more complex assays and operations. This section will briefly describe
the different concepts based on dissolvable-film valving in conjuction with capillary
driven microchannels developed during this thesis work.

3.2.1 Sequential operation
Dissolvable valves in capillary driven systems could be a suitable tool which in-
tegrates well with the passive operation principle of the systems. The valves can
be used as a timed valve that interrupts flow for a defined period of time. The
basic principle is based on a stops of the flow when a capillary structure is com-
pletely filled up to the valving membrane, and a continuation of the flow when the
valving membrane is completely dissolved. In the following subsections, different
arrangements of dissolvable valves for fluid control are discussed.

3.2.1.1 Cross-flow valve

A cross-flow PVA valve is the simplest arrangement of a PVA valve. To integrate
the valving membrane, it must be sandwiched in between two microfluidic layers
separating the capillary fluid path upstream of the PVA valve from the fluid path
downstream of the PVA valve. In contrast to centrifugo-pneupmatic valving [58],
it is important that the capillary structure upstream of the PVA valve is vented
close to the PVA membrane to prevent the formation of an air bubble at the mem-
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brane. The opening time of the valve can be controlled by the valve thickness
and by the solubility of the valve membrane in respect to the fluid/solvent that
is used. It should be considered that the dissolving process causes enrichment of
the solvent with the membrane material. Each type of cross-flow PVA valve (see
Figure 3.5) causes a delay in capillary flow which means that capillary flow through
a microstructure can be stopped and continued in a pre-programmed way. If PVA
valves are used in a parallel arrangement, the timing relative to each other can
be controlled to cause a certain sequence of flows as it has been done in Papers
2, 3, 4 and 6 to achieve volume-metering of a single volume and in Paper 8 for
volume-metering of multiple volumes. It has also been used to allow sequential
flow of several liquids in relation to each other as demonstrated in Papers 7 and
8. A cross-flow valve in connection to a high capillary substrate acts as drainage
valve (see Figure 3.5 (c-e)) which can be used to remove all liquid from an adjacent
microfluidic structure. Types c and e have been used for volume metering appli-
cations at inlet and outlet (Paper 2, 3, 4 and 8) and type d has been used for the
overfill protection of the plasma-metering concept described in Paper 6 and section
3.2.4.

Microchannel 

Microchannel 

Microchannel 

Microchannel VentMicrochannel 

Microchannel 

a

e

b Microchannel d

Microchannel c

Cavity

Timing valves Timed drainage valves

Porous plugs

Absorbent paper

Dissolvable layer

Laminated polymer layers

Vent

Vent

Figure 3.5: Different types of cross-flow valves. a) and b) show timed cross-flow valves
which allow liquid from upstream of the valve to continue to flow downstream of the valve
with a defined time delay. c-e) If timed cross-flow valves are connected to a high capillary
substrate such as an absorbent paper pad, the valve acts as a drainage valve that removes
all liquid in connection to the valve. Drainage valves can be placed c) at the beginning
or e) the end of a microfluidic structure or d) within a microfluidic structure.
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3.2.1.2 Serial cross-flow valves

A serial cross-flow PVA valve can be used to increase the total delay time that can
be achieved with single PVA cross-flow valves. Such a timing could be beneficial
to achieve multi-step delivery of reagents for sandwich immunoassays in capillary
driven systems yielding a 4- to 10-fold lower limit of detection [119]. Since delays
in the range of minutes are difficult to control with a single valve, a serial arrange-
ment of several consecutive valves (see Figure 3.6) allows for longer delays with
better control than a single cross-flow valve. For the serial arrangement, loading
of the liquid with the dissolved valve material is problematic. Therefore Paper 7
introduces the use of dead-end channels to remove the viscous liquid front after
every dissolving process. The total timing can be preprogrammed by the number
of crossings between the microfluidic layers.

Dissolvable membraneMicrochannel 

Vent

Vent

Microchannel 

Figure 3.6: PVA valves in a serial arrangement in between two microfluidic layers to
gate fluid in an up-and-down fashion in between the layers.

3.2.2 Volume metering
Volume metering in capillary driven system is a unit operation that typically re-
quires a valving function. Different concepts have been proposed to achieve volume
metering in purely capillary driven systems as described in section 2.1.2. For the
purpose of volume-metering in the context of DBS, a robust method was required
to achieve hematocrit and thus viscosity-independent volume metering. The de-
veloped concept described in short consists of two parallel timed drainage valves,
interconnected by a metering channel. Upon opening of a first drainage valve at the
inlet of the channel, the excessive volume is removed by an absorbent paper, before
a second valve at the end of the metering channel opens, and the volume contained
in the channel is absorbed at the outlet. The operation principle is described in
detail in Paper 2 and 3, this section will instead focus on some technical aspects
from a microfluidic perspective.

3.2.2.1 Microfluidic design

While the overall principle remained unchanged, several design changes were re-
quired to enable R-2-R compatible fabrication of the device. Figure 3.7 shows a
cross-section of the final card design and the layout of the different layers for the
microfluidic layer. In the following section, some of the design details are briefly
discussed.
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10 µm PVA 12 µm PVA

Outlet well Venta b
Channel top

Top spacer

Bottom spacer

Channel bottom
Inlet well Outlet well

Tongue structure

Figure 3.7: The final design of the microfluidic DBS card. a) A detailed cross-section
of all components. b) The layout of the different layers for the microfluidic layer of the
DBS card.

Outlet filling: As described in section 3.1.1, lamination technology does not give
good control over bulk material properties of structured layers and limits the design
freedom to 2.5-D designs. For the metering principle requiring the integration of
PVA layers, this means that the capillary flow has to cross vertical barriers to reach
the PVA valve at the outlet. As the channel has a rectangular cross section with the
height being much smaller than the width, the capillary pressure is mainly defined
by the height of the micro channel. At the outlet, the fluid has to flow over the edge
of one of the surfaces, which creates a structure similar to a capillary stop valve. To
solve this issue, early prototypes included a disc of paper at the outlet to create a
capillary connection between the channel and the outlet valve. However, since the
design is not compatible with R-2-R technology, a new outlet shape was introduced
to allow cascading of liquid into the outlet well. The mushroom-like shape of the
outlet favours cascading into the outlet well by pulling the liquid across the edge
with the help of the surrounding hydrophilic surfaces and the surface tension of
blood. The outlet shape also prevents closing of the vent before the liquid has
cascaded over the edge to the PVA layer, to prevent trapping a bubble in the outlet
well.

a

b

Figure 3.8: a) Outlet filling with the help of a porous paper plug and b) with the
mushroom-shaped outlet well.
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While for prototypes the angle of the outlet-well side wall caused by the cutting
process of the blade, described elsewhere [116] and in section 3.1.1, worked in
favour of outlet filling, the cutting process of the R-2-R fabrication resulted in a
steeper edge profile with a roll-over and a exit burr(see Figure 3.1). The difference
in edge profile in combination with bulk material properties resulted in a poor
outlet-filling behaviour. It was also observed that for the R-2-R-fabricated devices,
outlet filling relied on the inlet conditions. When blood was spread on the surface
around the inlet or formed a convex meniscus at the inlet well, blood did not
cascade into the outlet well because of the missing Laplace pressure. This poor
filling behaviour disappeared when a new fluid transport film with hydrophilic bulk
properties was introduced. With the new material, successful outlet filling could
be achieved independent of the inlet conditions, as described in section 4.1.3 with
input volumes down to 16.9 µL.

Channel emptying: As the redesign of the outlet shape contributed to outlet
filling without the need of porous paper plugs, another effect of the missing plug
was observed during emptying of the channel. As the channel height at the outlet
(450 µm) was higher than the channel height in the metering channel (300 µm),
a reversed suction of the volume filling the outlet well was observed as soon as
the meniscus reached the outlet well. This resulted in undesired residues in the
metering channel and the risk of an increased inaccuracy. To prevent back suction
into the metering channel during emptying, the channel height at the outlet was
reduced by introducing a two-layer channel design. The two-layer channel design
had an increased channel height in the metering channel (350 µm) and a reduced
channel height (350 µm) at the outlet in reverse design of the outlet structure (called
tongue structure). A 300 µm overlap of the lower edge of the outlet well with the
upper edge of the tongue structure ensured a fluent transfer across the different
edges. The mushroom-shaped outlet and the tongue-shaped channel roof enabled
a reliable filling and residue-free emptying of all compartments of the metering
channel (see Figure 3.9).

a

b

200 µm

350 µm

350 µm

350 µm

Figure 3.9: a) Channel emptying causing a back suction into the capillary channel upon
reaching the outlet. b) Channel emptying with the tongue structure to increase capillary
pressure at the outlet and prevent back suction.
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3.2.2.2 Design versions

From the early concept of volume metering in a capillary driven system, different
design generations have been implemented to improve the reliability, the compatibil-
ity with a wider range of hematocrit and the compatibility with R-2-R fabrication
methods. Table 3.1 lists the different generations of microfluidic metering chips
mentions the main alteration in comparison to previous generations and lists the
different use of the chips. Figure 3.10 shows the different generations as the concept
of volume metering for DBS developed and Figure 3.11 shows a final prototype from
the front and from the backside.

a

b

c

d

e

2.2 µl

6.1 µl

9.0 µl

14.5 µl

13.5 µl

DBS chip DBS card

Figure 3.10: Five different design versions of the DBS chip and card. Version a) and
b) were used for Paper 2 and included porous paper plugs at the outlet. Version c) did
not contain porous plugs but caused substantial residues in the channel. Version d) is the
final design of the manually manufactured card as used for Paper 3 and version e) shows
the first prototype of an R-2-R-compatible manufactured microfluidic DBS card as used
for Paper 4.

Peel-tab

Venting holes

Sample pads

Sealing-tab

Protective 
cover Instructions

Application 
area

Peel-tab

a b

Figure 3.11: a) The final design of the microfluidic DBS card including a secondary
packaging in the form of an envelope for sample protection. b) The backside of the
microfluidic DBS card showing the peel-tab for access to the sample pads.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the different generations of the volumetric DBS system.
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3.2.3 Filter wedge arrangement
Passive plasma extraction methods are suitable for POC technology as they are
independent from external driving forces. Passive extraction methods based on
size-exclusion filtration with beads [121], sedimentation [122, 123], membrane-based
filtration into microchannels [124, 125] or porous substrates [110, 111, 112], or a
combination of membrane filtration and sedimentation [126, 127, 128] have been
proposed for plasma extraction. Of the presented concepts, the plasma extraction
methods based on porous asymmetric plasma separation membranes in combination
with sedimentation have achieved the highest extraction volumes with up to 275 µL
of plasma from 1.8 mL blood [127], combined with plasma extraction via pipette
suction. Other concepts based on asymmetric filtration membranes have yielded
plasma extraction volumes of 4.6 µL to 14.7 µL with an average extraction yield of
30% achieved by connecting the membrane directly to a high capillary substrate
(see section 2.4.4.3) which does not allow further microfluidic operations with the
plasma. Plasma extraction into microchannels with the same type of membranes
has either required dilution of the plasma sample by at least 70% [124] or the
application of additional pressure to achieve the separation of 10 µL of plasma
out of 100 µL of whole blood in 7 minutes [125]. Paper 5 demonstrates a fast
and reliable plasma extraction into a microchannel using an asymmetric filtration
membrane and capillary force as driving mechanism. The method based on a wedge
arrangement (see Figure 3.12) to connect the filtration membrane to the capillary
microchannel has several features:

• High capillary force for fast initialization of plasma extraction

• Bubble-free filling along the wedge structure

• No blocking of the filtration membrane by capillary extraction structures (e.g.
combstructures)

• Suitable for integration with lamination technology

A detailed evaluation of the wedge arrangement for the plasma filtration can be
found in Paper 5 and is also used in Paper 6 to realize a volume-metered dried
plasma spot.

Figure 3.12: The filter-wedge structure for capillary driven extraction of plasma through
a porous filtration membrane. The extraction principle is characterized in detail in Pa-
per 5.
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3.2.4 Plasma metering with refill protection
Plasma extraction for patient-centric sample collection requires several functional-
ities that need to be integrated to offer a viable solution. The requirements to a
plasma sample collection system can be summarized as follows:

• Simple, autonomous and user-independent operation

• Plasma extraction by passive means such as capillary force/surface tension,
sedimentation

• Volume definition for accurate quantification

• Storage/stabilisation of the plasma sample

Existing concepts for patient-centric sample collection of plasma samples have
been described in section 2.4.4. However these solutions do not yield a truly quan-
titative sample or require user operations such as manually separating the excessive
blood and the plasma sample after a certain time, which is error-prone. Plasma
extraction by capillary force as described in Paper 5 and in section 3.2.3 offers a
convenient low-cost method for the passive filtration of plasma into microchannels.
The concept based on the filter wedge arrangement is combined with a capillary
driven volume-metering mechanism that automatically transfers a defined volume
to an absorbent paper patch and prevents a complete refilling of the structure.
Therefore, a PVA drainage valve inside the microchannel is introduced as overfill
protection. A timed two-valve approach similar to Papers 2–4 is not suitable due to
the high variations in filtration kinetics in respect to blood from different individ-
uals and different HCT (see Paper 5). To solve this issue, a single PVA valve has
been introduced, which has less rigorous requirements to the PVA valve timing as
compared to the metering concept based on two parallel PVA valves. To minimize
the timing difference due to variable filtration kinetics the overfill valve is located
close to the absorption point of the sample volume, thus time differences between
wetting of the valve and emptying of the channel volume are relatively short, so as
to minimize the total delay variation due to the filtration kinetics. A schematic of
the device concept can be seen in Figure 3.13 and a more detailed description of
the concept and the yielded analytical results are presented in Paper 6.

Sample padFilter wedge Porous plugMicrochannel

Vented cavityAbsorbent paper PVA �lm

Figure 3.13: The plasma-metering device for the collection of 11.6 µL volume metered
plasma independent of hematocrit (range 35% to 55%) and input volume (40 µL–80 µL)

.
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3.2.5 Reagent release
On-chip-reagent storage is one of the challenges for Lab-on-a-chip systems required
to move microfluidic chips outside the lab infrastructure, which is otherwise re-
quired for the precise delivery of reagents to the LOC system. A recent review by
Hitzbleck and Delamarche [129] with a focus on reagent storage in microfluidics sys-
tem reviews the different concepts systematically. There are two main approaches
that can be distinguished, one of them is reagent storage in a liquid form which
often involves blister packs [130] or filled cavities [131] with an active release mech-
anism, thus is more suitable for active-controlled microfluidic systems. The second
type of reagent storage is based on drying or immobilizing the reagents directly on
a system surface, as many molecules are more stable in their dried format. There
is a number of technologies available either for contact-less transfer by pipetting,
spraying or printing or direct contact methods which transfer reagents with the
help of a stamp or a pin-like structure to the substrate. The release of reagents
from the surface is based on a passive dissolution process which is governed by the
solvation and molecule transport (diffusion, convection) kinetics. Hitzbleck and De-
lamarche further propose the use of the extensive knowledge on reagent release from
scaffolds [132] related to the field of drug delivery which could help to tailor the
release dynamics of reagents in microfluidic systems. Another form of embedding
reagents in a dissovable matrix has been demonstrated by the incorporation of a
gold–antibody conjugate and three different enhancing reagents in dissolvable sugar
matrices for consistent and controlled rehydration [133] in a paper based microflu-
idics device. Sugar matrices have also been used for improved storage and release of
gold–antibody conjugates at elevated room temperature in a pressure driven device
[134]. As mentioned in section 2.2, PVA has been described as a useful matrix in
the fields of drug delivery, and was demonstrated to work as efficient blocking agent
to prevent unspecific binding during storage of immunoreactants at room tempera-
ture [62]. These two functions indicates the potential value of reagent-loaded PVA
films as a convenient and viable format for the integration of dried reagents into
microfluidic systems. Paper 8 describes a concept for liquid-triggered release of
different reagents upon activation by a single buffer liquid in a capillary driven
system. The device demonstrates how PVA valves can be used for (1) splitting up
an undefined amount of liquid into four volume-defined portions, (2) each portion
being incubated to dissolve a reagent-loaded PVA film and (3) sequentially release
four rehydrated reagent solutions to a common target zone in a timed sequence.
A simplified schematic of the release concept is shown in Figure 3.14. While the
concept has been demonstrated from a microfluidic perspective, the incorporation
of bioactive substances in PVA films remains to be demonstrated.
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Microchannel Timed release layer Inlet port

Figure 3.14: PVA release layer integrated to the bottom of a microchannel for automatic
dissolution upon fluid flow through the channel.





Chapter 4

Device characterization

For the development of the microfluidic DBS card, the device performance was
characterized from a technical perspective, in a laboratory and under well-controlled
conditions. Laboratory testing of the device allowed to characterize the device
performance depending on parameters that can be expected during field testing such
as the humidity, input volume or the hematocrit. To evaluate the performance in the
field, the microfluidic DBS card was also tested through different in-vitro and in-vivo
studies involving various analytes. In-vitro studies in this context refers to testing
and analysis of pipetted venous blood samples and in-vivo studies refers to sample
collection of capillary blood. The in-vitro in-vivo studies added the bioanalytical
aspect on the performance of the device. The in-vivo studies were also crucial
to understand the problems and limitations of the device in use with finger-prick
blood samples in various environments, such as sample collection in a clinic and in
simulated home-collection settings involving self-sampling. The following chapter
presents the results and learnings from the technical characterization, discusses
different application scenarios that have been tested and present the learning from
different in-vivo experiments in respect to the usability of the card.

4.1 Technical characterisation

The use of thin dissolvable polymer membranes for timed valving in microfluidic
devices to achieve a preprogrammed functionality in a microfluidic system has not
been demonstrated previously. Thus there is little knowledge about the dissolving
characteristics of such materials. In order to guarantee correct functionality of
the devices during sample collection in the field, a characterization of PVA films
was necessary to allow tailoring the device timing to the range of parameters of
hematocrit, RH and input volume. The following sections describe the evaluation
of the effect of different parameters and the validation testing involving the cross-
dependency of the different parameters.

45
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4.1.1 Device timing and timing analysis

The device function of the microfluidic card depends on the pre-programmed tim-
ing of different events. If the timing is not correct, a device failure resulting in
over-, under-, or no-sampling is the result. To guarantee correct function and pre-
vent oversampling which is not detectable post sample collection, the timing of
all event needs to be well controlled. To guarantee correct function within the
specified conditions, the device timing and the timing of different events is char-
acterized in respect to these conditions. For characterization, complete devices
are pre-conditioned under certain conditions and tested with blood at the required
hematocrit level. To evaluate the timing, a video recording is made and analysed.
The timing of all events is recorded to measure characteristic timings and calculate
time delays. All events important to define the timing of the device are shown in
Table 4.1. A graph depicting the device timing with the different delays resulting
from the different events in Table 4.1 is shown is Figure 4.1. Tinlet and Toutlet can
be controlled by membrane thickness and membrane material and are affected by
the RH level and the blood hematocrit. Tchannel is affected by the blood hematocrit
and Tabsorp is affected by hematocrit and the applied volume.

Table 4.1: All events important for the definition of the device timing. Inlet start and
channel start typically coincide.

Inlet start
Blood is applied to the inlet
valve membrane and the dis-
solving process is initiated.

Channel start
Blood starts filling into the
microchannel. Often coin-
cides with the inlet start.

Outlet start
Blood reached the outlet
valve membrane and capillary
flow stops.

Inlet end
The inlet valve is dissolved
completely and the blood at
the inlet starts absorbing.

Pinch-off
The excess volume of blood is
separated from the blood in
the microchannel.

Outlet end
The outlet valve is dissolved
completely and emptying of
the channel occurs.
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Figure 4.1: The timing of different events as interconnected on two parallel time lines.
Tinlet and Toutlet represent dissolving delays of inlet and outlet valve respectively. Tchannel
represents the time required for channel filling and Tabsorb describes the time delay re-
quired for the absorption of the excess blood volume. Tbuffer describes the safety margin
between blood absorption at the inlet and emptying of the channel and is a result of the
four other time delays. To assure correct volume metering Tbuffer needs to be >0.

4.1.2 Failure modes

For the metering concept there are three different failure modes that can possibly
occur. While failure mode I (oversampling) and II (undersampling) are both severe
failures that may result in a incorrect analytical measurement result, failure mode
III (no-sampling) describes a less critical failure where no sample is transferred
which is obvious during the sample preparation.

Failure mode I– Oversampling: The rate of oversampling due to failure mode
(FM) I describes the condition where the outlet valve dissolves prior to pinch-off,
which results in an overfilling of the sample pad with blood, since the excessive blood
at the inlet has not been removed prior to outlet dissolving. An FM I is described
by a pinch-off buffer time (Tbuffer) <0 s. This failure is difficult to determine post
sample collection and the additional volume depends on the pinch-off buffer time.
A potential reason for oversampling can be the PVA film quality where defects in
the film can cause a faster dissolving than designed for.

Failure mode II– Undersampling: The rate of undersampling due to FM II
describes the condition where some blood, but not the entire channel volume, is
transferred to the sampling pad. This is also a critical condition because appearance
of a blood spot may lead to the conclusion that a correct sample was collected, while
the volume that was transferred is not according to specifications. The incomplete
transfer of volume can only occur when a bubble between the paper and the PVA
layer is formed during pinch-off, a failure that is typically attributed to poor paper-
PVA adhesion at the outlet. Cases where no blood is transferred to the sample
pad are not considered an FM II since its clearly visible that the pad contains no
sample.
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Failure mode III– No-sampling : No sampling due to the third failure mode
describes the unsuccessful transfer of a blood sample to the sample pad. There are
different reasons which can result in a FM III failure. Incomplete channel filling due
to fast inlet dissolving, complete channel filling but unsuccessful channel emptying
due to poor PVA bonding at the outlet, and lastly complete channel filling but
unsuccessful outlet dissolving due to the a combination of environmental and blood
conditions. A failure mode three failure can be easily identified because the sample
pad does not contain any sample and additional blood residues might be in the
channel.

4.1.3 The effect of the input volume

The purpose of the system is to meter a certain volume, independent of the input
volume. To evaluate the effect of input volume on the metering performance an
input volume in the range of 13 µL up to 100 µL was considered. While a low volume
applied to the card will result in an incomplete channel filling and hence an FM
III, a high volume may affect filling dynamics and the absorption time of blood at
the inlet. Minimum input volume tests have been performed with batch 2a, while
all tests involving timing analysis have been performed with batch 2b.

Minimum input volume: To determine the minimum input volume required to
achieve channel filling, single channels with PVA valves were placed on a scale and
volumes between 13.3 µL and 19.9 µL were pipetted to the device. The exact volume
that was transferred to the inlet of each card was calculated from a gravimetric
measurement done simultaneously. The success of channel filling was determined
by taking pictures of the channel at steady state (see Figure 4.2). While between
15.5 µL and 16.4 µL channel sometimes succeeded to completely fill and sometimes
did not, all channels with an applied volume bigger than 16.9 µL successfully filled
the channel and the outlet cavity. A timing analysis also shows that low input
volumes does not have an effect on inlet dissolving times (see Table 4.2), however
the channel filling time increases which is not critical for an FM I since it increases
the pinch-off buffer. An FM III failure is not expected since the increase in channel
filling time (0.5 s) is marginal in relation to the inlet dissolving time (6.1 s).

Table 4.2: The effect of low input volume on the device timing as compare to the standard
input volume of 30 µl.

n HCT VInput Tinlet Toutlet Tabsorp Tfill Tbuffer
[ ] [%] [µl] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]
20 45 30 6.1 10.2 1.2 1.2 4.2
10 45 16-19 6.3 10.8 1.0 1.7 5.4
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a

b

c

Figure 4.2: Timing tests with the application of different volumes to the inlet well. a)
Input volume of 14.6 µL results in unsuccessful filling of the outlet well. b) Input volume
of 17.4 µL results in successful channel filling. c) A 100 µL volume applied to inlet well
results in a big globule of blood remaining at the inlet after filling.

The effect of volume on the timing: Even though application of 100 µL with
a single drop of blood is almost impossible, the application of several consecutive
drops to the microfluidic card surface before initiating capillary flow from the inlet
well is possible and has been observed during user testing. To evaluate the per-
formance of input volumes on the card, the relevant timings were extracted at the
standard input volume for in-vitro testing (30 µL), as well as at 60 µL input volume
and 100 µL input volume.

Table 4.3 shows that neither inlet dissolving nor outlet dissolving appear to be
affected by the applied volume. Also, the channel-filling times are volume indepen-
dent. However, blood absorption times are clearly depending on the input volume.
This was expected, as draining the input volume at the inlet valve depends on capil-
lary suction in the paper used for absorption of residual volumes. To minimize this
effect, Ahlstrom grade 270 paper with a high wicking rate of 20 s/4cm and a high
absorption capacity (175 mg/cm2) was selected. The increased absorption time
affects pinch-off buffer time (Tbuffer), since it delays the pinch-off by the increased
duration of absorption, hence increases the risk for an FM I device failure. This
is unproblematic for low hematocrit blood where absorption is relatively fast due
to low viscosity, and for high hematocrit where pinch-off buffer times are relatively
large, due to slow dissolving times at the outlet. However, it could be an issue for
medium hematocrit, where the increase in absorption time (1.5 s increase between
30 µL and 100 µL) relative to the pinch-off buffer time (4.2 s at 30 µL) is high.

4.1.4 The metering volume
During the development of the microfluidic DBS card, the volume of the card has
been characterized by different methods such as marker-based measurements (Pa-
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Table 4.3: The effect of volume on the device timing at different hematocrit levels.

n HCT VInput Tinlet Toutlet Tabsorp Tfill Tbuffer
[ ] [%] [µl] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]
20 25 30 5.3 9.1 0.8 0.7 3.7
6 25 60 6.0 9.4 0.9 0.8 3.3
6 25 100 5.6 9.7 1.6 0.8 3.3
20 45 30 6.1 10.2 1.2 1.2 4.2

45 60 - - - - -
4 45 100 6.7 13.3 2.7 1.1 5.1
6 65 30 13.9 48.8 2.5 2.1 34.6
6 65 60 14.9 51.0 3.5 2.13 34.8
6 65 100 21.3 66.8 4.9 2.2 43.0

pers 2 and 3) or gravimetric measurements (Paper 3). While marker-based mea-
surements introduce an error associated with the analytical method, the gravimetric
method used in Paper 3 introduced an inaccuracy because of evaporation loss and
sample loss during detachment of the sample pad. Therefore, another gravimetric
method was used to evaluate the sample volumes of the microfluidic DBS card for
R-2-R manufactured cards.

A differential gravimetric measurement across different batches of DBS cards
was performed to characterize the accurate filling volume of the channel. For evalua-
tion of the filling volume, the microfluidic layer without the PVA valving mechanism
was sealed with a plastic layer at the bottom and blood volumes were dispensed
manually to the inlet of the microchannel. Channels were weighed before filling
and after complete filling while it was ensured that no blood has been deposited
outside the microchannel. Because a square shaped-microchannel is used that is
fabricated by lamination of several layers, blood can remain in microcapillaries that
form along edges. For evaluation of blood residues within the microchannel upon
emptying, the microfluidic layer of the card has first been filled as described above
and afterwards been emptied using an absorbent filter paper applied to the outlet of
the channel. Channels were weighed before filling and after emptying. Blood with
a normal hematocrit (45%) was used and a specific gravity of 1.058 g cm−3was used
for calculating volumes based on the gravimetric measurements, assuming average
protein content [135].

The mean filling volumes of cards from different batches were between 13.7 µL
and 14.2 µL with an overall mean of 13.9 µL which is close to the nominal volume
by design of 13.8 µL. The mean volume of residues in the channel was measured
to be between 0.4 µL and 0.7 µL with a mean of 0.6 µL. Combining these values
results in an estimated sample volume of 13.3 µL ±1.5%.
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4.1.5 Humidity-dependent dissolving performance
Static humidity testing: To evaluate the influence of humidity on the dissolving
performance of the hygroscopic PVA layers, static humidity testing was performed.
Cards were exposed to a specific humidity for two days and tested with blood-
mimicking fluid (BMF). A timing analysis was performed to evaluate the charac-
teristic parameters as described in section timing analysis. For each humidity level,
three cards of batch 2b with a total of 12 channels were analysed. Figure 4.3 shows
the result of the static humidity tests. The results demonstrate that exposure to
low RH values increases the dissolving times of both PVA valves. It can also be
noted that especially for RH levels <47% the dissolving times appear less consis-
tent resulting in lower Pinch-off buffer times (0.7–2.7 s) as compared to RH ≥47
% (2.8–3.5 s). Low pinch-off buffer times increase the risk for oversampling. Hence
for cards that were exposed to RH levels <47 % the rate of over-sampling (FM III)
was higher (11/56 channels, 19.6% failures) as compared to cards exposed to RH
≥ 47% (3/48 channels, 6.25% failures).
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Figure 4.3: The effect of humidity on the device timing. Static humidity tests with cards
exposed for two days to different humidity levels. Data points represent the mean of 12
measurements.

Dynamic humidity testing: To study the drying dynamics of the PVA films in
the microfluidic DBS card, dynamic humidity testing was performed. After being
exposed for at least two days to either 58–65% RH (inside the moisture barrier bag)
or 82% RH (in a climate chamber), cards were exposed to lab atmosphere at 25–28%
RH for a specific drying time before being tested with BMF. At each time point,
a single card with four channels was tested and a timing analysis was performed.
Figure 4.4 shows the result of the dynamic drying time testing under different
conditions. A clear trend of increasing dissolving times can be observed during the
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first 20 minutes with the dissolving times of inlet valve and outlet valve increasing
simultaneously. For dissolving times above 20 minutes, the trend is less obvious and
standard deviation for measurements at long drying times is typically higher than
for short drying times. The mean dissolving time at defined RH levels for drying
duration between 60 and 240 minutes is with 7.1–8.6 s for inlet dissolving and 9.5–
11.6 s for outlet dissolving thus still below the corresponding dissolving times for
static testing at RH levels <47% with inlet dissolving times being between 11.0
and 13.8 s and outlet dissolving times between 12.4 and 15.4 s. This indicates that
even above two hours drying time a slow shift in dissolving performance by drying
of the card can be expected.
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Figure 4.4: The effect of humidity on the device timing. Dynamic humidity tests with
cards tested after beeing exposed to a low RH of 25–28% for a certain time. a) After
unpacking from the moisture protection bag (RH 58–65%) between 0 minutes and 30
minutes (same dataset as b). b) After unpacking from the moisture protection bag (RH
58–65%) between 0 minutes and 240 minutes. c) After removing from a climate chamber
with (RH 82%) between 0 minutes and 120 minutes.

4.1.6 Hematocrit dependent dissolving performance
As described in section 2.3, one of the challenges for DBS in quantitative bioanalyt-
ical applications is the hematocrit-induced bias. As the presented metering system
has been developed to overcome the hematocrit-related volumetric bias, the charac-
terization in respect to hematocrit is inevitable. Polymer dissolution is a complex
process and even more so in use with a solvent such as blood. The inter-individual
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variation in blood properties can affect the dissolution process, thus affects the dis-
solving delays and the pinch-off buffer time. In respect to the dissolution process
of the PVA valves, the hematocrit affects the amount of solvent available for the
dissolution process. Blood with a hematocrit of 65% contains approximately 40%
less water in the form of plasma as compared to blood at a hematocrit of 25%.
Additionally, the hematocrit affects the viscosity of blood, which is likely to impact
the dissolution mechanisms on a molecular level. To examine the effect of hemat-
ocrit on the dissolution behaviour of the PVA valves as integrated in the microfluidc
DBS card, dissolving behaviour was evaluated for 20 channels per hematocrit level.
Timing analysis was performed for evaluation of dissolving time of the inlet valve
and the outlet valve. The result as shown in Figure 4.5 demonstrate the dissolv-
ing behaviour in relation to the hematocrit. While at the two lowest hematocrit
values of 25% and 35%, no difference can be observed for TInlet and TOutlet, the
medium and high hematocrit values differ strongly. TInlet and TOutlet increase with
increasing hematocrit, but the relative increase at the outlet is significantly higher
than at the inlet. This may be due to the fact that outlet valve membranes are by
design 20% thicker than the inlet valve membrane, but may also be affected by the
different wetting conditions at the outlet with a limited liquid volume present at
the outlet for dissolving. This is an inherent safety mechanism to guarantee correct
timing of the device, but also hinders a well-controlled TOutlet at high hematocrit
levels, as indicated by its relatively high standard deviations (see Table 4.4).

Table 4.4: Hematocrit-dependent dissolving delays TInlet and TOutlet and the corre-
sponding standard deviations.

Hematocrit 25 35 45 55 65

Inlet

Mean 5.3 5.0 6.1 9.4 13.9
Stddev. 0.6 0.6 0.7 2.2 3.5
Min. 4.4 3.7 4.6 6.2 8.5
Max. 6.4 5.7 7.5 14.8 20.2

Outlet

Mean 9.1 8.9 10.2 22.5 48.8
Stddev. 1.3 1.2 1.9 7.2 13.3
Min. 1.0 4.5 7.1 8.8 24.9
Max. 11.5 10.9 13.1 46.2 88.5

4.1.7 Validation testing of the final assembly
Preliminary tests as decribed in sections 4.1.3, 4.1.5, and 4.1.6, have contributed
to improve the performance of the microfluidic metering system and to outline the
range of parameters within which the system can operate reliably. To guarantee
the device function within the specified range of the parameters as defined in Table
4.5, a technical validation testing with defined test cases was performed. Test cases
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ba

Figure 4.5: Box and whisker plot of Tinlet (blue) and Toutlet (red) at different hematocrit
levels. a) & b) show the same measurement results with a different scaling of the y-Axis.

were designed for normal conditions and extreme conditions with a combination of
parameters that induce the highest risk for device failure.

Table 4.5: Relevant parameters for the device specification and the validation testing.

Parameter Range
VSample 13.5 µl ± 5%
RH 15% to 90%
HCT 25–55%
TUnpack <30 minutes
FM I <0.1% (c=50%)
FM II <0.1% (c=50%)
FM III <5%

Normal conditions: For testing the card under normal conditions, some of the
key parameters crucial for the device function were evaluated for 40 metering units.
Most important, the dissolving times of inlet PVA valves and outlet PVA valves
were measured. Also, other timing parameters, such as the blood absorption time
and the channel filling time were measured and incorporated in the key parameter
connecting all four timings, the so-called pinch-off buffer (Tbuffer). The pinch-off
buffer is a measure for the safety margin between absorption of blood at the inlet
and emptying of the channel volume at the outlet. Normal test conditions were
defined as 30 µL of freshly drawn, citrated blood from the same day at medium
hematocrit (45%) with sampling cards stored at medium humidty prior to the
testing(50–60%). Cards were tested directly after unpacking the card from the
moisture barrier bag. Figure 4.6 shows the result of the timing analysis. The
precise timings and timing variations can be extracted from Table 4.6.

To test the reliability of the sampling system, success run testing of 720 channels
for FM I, FM II and FM III were performed. Oversampling was tested for a
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Table 4.6: Time delays calculated form timing analysis for 40 channels during validation
testing.

Tinlet Toutlet Tabsorp Tchannel Tbuffer
Mean [s] 3.5 11.4 0.6 1.0 8.4
Stddev. [s] 0.4 1.6 0.1 0.1 1.5
CV [%] 11.5 13.6 23.1 5.8 18.2
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Figure 4.6: Results of validation testing under normal conditions. a) Distribution of
Tinlet and Toutlet and b) Tbuffer.

reliability of 99.9 % with a confidence level of 50 % (to limit the sample numbers).
Of the 720 channels (180 cards), 100 devices of batch 2j and 80 devices of batch
2i were used under normal conditions (21.6°C, 37.6% RH, 42% HCT, 30 µl). Of
the 720 channels that were tested, no channel resulted in a FMI or FM II failure.
However, three failures of the less critical FM III have been observed. Of the three
failing samples, two were caused by fast inlet dissolving, which indicates a defective
inlet PVA valve, as a result of PVA film fabrication or PVA film processing. A
third failing channel did not transfer to the paper, which can be attributed to a
poor paper–PVA bond.

Extreme conditions: To test the device performance at the limits of the specified
conditions, several tests were performed with a combination of parameters that are
likely to have the highest risk for device failure, as concluded from the prelimi-
nary testing. To allow reasonable handling of the device during sample collection,
the exposure time to ambient humidity levels after unpacking the card from the
moisture barrier bag was limited to 30 minutes. The exposure time to high or low
humidity will cause a decrease or an increase of dissolving times, respectively. From
the hematocrit-dependent dissolving performance as evaluated in section 4.1.6, the
lower hematocrit show lower pinch-off buffer times which indicates, that the risk
for a FM I is rather to expect at low hematocrit. Hence the system has been tested
in a combination of maximum exposure time to extreme RH levels for blood with
a hematocrit of 25%. Results of the test are shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 as
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well as Figure 4.7. The results show that the pinch-off buffer time representing
the safety margin for an FM I is high enough for both cases. The effect on the
dissolving time distribution is shown in Figure 4.7.

Table 4.7: Time delays calculated form timing analysis for 40 channels during validation
testing 23.1 ◦C, 82% RH, Tdrying=30 min, 25.8% HCT, Vinput=30 µL.

Tinlet Toutlet Tabsorp Tchannel Tbuffer
Mean [s] 2.6 8.9 0.6 0.7 6.3
Stddev. [s] 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0
CV [%] 13.0 11.7 20.7 7.1 16.2

Table 4.8: Time delays calculated from timing analysis of 40 channels during validation
testing. 23.2 ◦C, 16% RH, Tdrying= 30 min , 25.5% HCT, Vinput=30 µL

Tinlet Toutlet Tabsorp Tchannel Tbuffer
Mean [s] 6.4 12.9 0.6 0.7 6.8
Stddev. [s] 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.1 2.0
CV [%] 11.5 13.8 33.1 11.4 29.7
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of Tinlet, Toutlet and Tbuffer from validation testing under ex-
treme conditions. a) 23.2 ◦C, 16% RH, Tdrying= 30 min, 25.5% HCT, Vinput=30 µL b)
23.2 ◦C, 16% RH, Tdrying= 30 min , 25.5% HCT, Vinput=30 µL
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4.2 Proof of concept for assays and applications

The development of the microfluidic card has enabled testing of the volumetric sam-
pling device for a range of applications. While certain markers like amphetamin (see
Paper 2) and caffeine (see Paper 3) were used for in-vitro and in-vivo demonstration
of the device function, other markers such as Tamoxifen and PeTH (Paper 4) were
investigated for their specific application scenario. In the following section, a brief
description of the different studies and proof-of-principle applications is described.

4.2.1 Caffeine as model compound
As the work described in this thesis has been conducted in Sweden, coffee and the
contained caffeine is a part of everyday diet for many people. This makes caffeine a
suitable analyte for the conduction of in-vivo studies involving volunteers. Paper 3
describes the use of the microfluidic DBS card for the collection of finger-prick blood
samples from volunteers recruited at the university. Caffeine levels were measured in
the microfluidic DBS samples and pipetted reference DBS to evaluate the agreement
of both methods. The study was conducted with self-built prototypes and a single
attempt per volunteer was performed (see section 4.3.1). The quantitative results
are presented in Paper 3 and show a good linear agreement between both methods.

4.2.2 Methylphenidate PK study
To evaluate feasibility of microfluidic DBS for the collection of pharmacokinetic
samples and to compare different sampling methods, a small pilot study with ten
participants was performed. The aim of the study was to compare different sampling
strategies such as mouth swab, breath sampling and DBS sampling, to measure the
concentration of methylphenidate and its main metabolite. Simultaneously, venous
EDTA-treated blood was collected to measure reference concentrations in routine
plasma samples. Each study subject administered a 20 mg dose of methylphenidate
and the different samples were collected in a 30-minute interval for the next 12
hours. DBS samples were collected after 3, 5 and 6 hours because for each sampling
event a new finger-prick had to be performed. The methylphenidate method for
DBS is not validated and further investigations are ongoing.

4.2.3 Tamoxifen for compliance testing
In connection to the Karolinska mammography project for risk prediction of breast
cancer, the microfluidic DBS card was tested as a tool for compliance testing. The
Karma cohort is a prospective screening cohort of 70,877 women of which blood is
biobanked and mammographs are stored whenever being recorded. Within this co-
hort, Karisma (The Karma intervention study) is investigating the anti-estrogenic
drug Tamoxifen to reduce the incidence of breast cancer by prophylactically ad-
minister a low dose of the drug. A total of 1,440 women has been recruited for
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participation in the Karisma study, which ran for six months and mammograms
were taken at the beginning and the end of the treatment. However, because Ta-
moxifen can cause adverse side effects with study participants, a bad compliance
might alter the outcome of the study. Due to the high number of study partic-
ipants, a regular control of blood plasma concentrations for Tamoxifen was not
feasible, and using the microfluidic DBS card was considered for remote monitoring
of Tamoxifen and its metabolites. A small feasibility study was performed on 24
women collecting microfluidic DBS in parallel with venous blood to determine the
correlation between microfluidic DBS and blood plasma levels. Out of 24 women,
for 18 women at least one sample could be collected. Tamoxifen has been tested
with batch 1b, the first functional batch from an external supplier. It was also
the first time that the cards were used by a health care professional and several
weaknesses of the design have been observed for the first time (see Section 4.3).
Without developing a method specifically to the DBS, the DBS samples were anal-
ysed with the standard plasma method, and a good correlation between DBS and
plasma samples was observed for Tamoxifen and N-DM Tamoxifen (see Figure 4.8)
with regression slopes in good agreement with the regression slopes reported by
others [136], and demonstrates that volumetric DBS could potentially also be used
for TDM during breast cancer treatment.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation between plasma samples and microfluidic DBS samples for Ta-
moxifen and its main metabolite N-DM-Tamoxifen

4.2.4 TDM for antiepileptics
Evidence from studies indicate that therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) for anti-
epileptic drugs (AED) can have a valuable role in the guidance of patient manage-
ment [137]. Currently, TDM of AED is typically performed at out-patient clinics,
measuring the through drug concentration in plasma yielded from venous or cap-
illary blood. The sample collection at a clinic can be time consuming and an
additional burden to the already existing medical condition. Home-collection of
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Dried Blood Spots could be a valuable improvement for the life quality of such
patients. A recent Swedish study has demonstrated an assay validation for three
common AED, namely valporic acid (VPA), carbamazepine (CBZ), and lamotrigine
(LTG), often used for the treatment of children [138]. The validation also shows
the typical volumetric hematocrit bias and inhomogenity issues limiting the range
of hematocrit. Sample collection for a comparative study of finger-prick samples
from children receiving AED treatment using the microfluidic DBS card was com-
pleted and some of the results with respect to feasibility and sampling success are
described in section 4.3.3. However, before the samples can be analysed the as-
say validation has to yield satisfying results, which has not been the case to date.
Further investigations are ongoing.

4.2.5 TDM for immunosuppressants
Tacrolimus is a immunosuppressant drug, often used to prevent rejection after organ
transplants. The drug inhibits formation of interleukin-2, a protein that regulates
the activity and the proliferation of T-leucocytes. Because Tacrolimus has a low
therapeutic index and a high interpatient pharmacokinetic variability, TDM has
been implemented to personalize the drug dosage in order to maintain efficiency
and prevent overexposure [139]. TDM of Tacrolimus is typically done in whole blood
because the drug is highly bound to erythrocytes with the ratio of tacrolimus con-
centration in whole blood to plasma ranging from 12 to 67. This makes Tacrolimus
a suitable analyte for TDM on DBS, as the blood-plasma ratio has not to be con-
sidered as an additional source for variations. Preliminary results (see Figure 4.9)
indicate that Tacrolimus as well as Ciclosporin can be measured on the microflu-
idic DBS card. When additional relevant markers typically measured during TDM
of immunosuppressant drugs, such as creatinin [140], can be included in the DBS
analysis, TDM of immunosuppressants via DBS could be a feasible alternative for
home collection of DBS samples.
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4.2.6 PeTH for alcohol abuse testing
Phosphatidylethanol (PeTH) is a phospholipid formed in human blood in the pres-
ence of ethanol. It has been identified as a suitable marker for alcohol abuse [141]
due to its slow degradation time with a half life concentration time of four days.
PeTH was found to be superior in comparison to other biomarkers in respect to
its diagnostic sensitivity [142], which contributed to the use of PeTH as a clinical
biomarker for alcohol abuse [143]. The use of DBS for measuring PeTH has also
been demonstrated successfully [144, 145]. In Paper 4, a comparison of traditional
DBS and microfluidic DBS is presented and demonstrates good correlation between
the reference venous whole blood method, the hematocrit-corrected traditional DBS
method and the hematocrit-uncorrected capillary DBS method, demonstrating the
potential for the application of PeTH analysis in microfluidic volume-defined DBS
samples.

4.2.7 Characterization by others
The developed microfluidic DBS card has the purpose of solving some of the issues
related to quantitative bioanalysis of DBS samples. As it can be understood as
a conventional sampling tool like tradtional DBS cards or the Mitra system, it
is important that other researchers have the chance to evaluate the microfluidic
DBS card with respect to the performance in use with other analytes and with
respect to its usability. Inter-operator variability is another important aspect when
it comes to the performance of novel blood sampling technologies [103, 106, 66].
As a first step, an independnent study conducted by a CRO [120] characterized
the hematocrit dependent sample volume of the microfluidic DBS card as well as
the influence of high and low lipid plasma in whole blood. The results confirm
the findings from Paper 3 and Paper 4 and demonstrate an accurate collection of
a fixed volume, independent from hematocrit, with a performance comparable to
that of a pipette in use with whole blood.

4.3 Usability studies

Usability is one of the key factors to allow successful sample collection in the field
by both health care professionals such as nurses, and doctors and users without a
medical background, such as patients. In this section some qualitative and some
quantitative results concerning the usability of the device that had an impact on
the device design throughout the development process are described.

4.3.1 Sample collection from volunteers
One of the first studies when it comes to usability testing was performed with the
help of a retired nurse that performed sample collection of finger-prick samples from
volunteers. The aim of this study was to collect information on the feasibility of
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finger-prick sampling on the card, as well as gaining quantitative data on volumetric
DBS by analysing caffeine concentration in the DBS samples. This study was
performed in 2016 when an early version of the R-2-R-manufactured devices was
available. Samples were collected on a single channel from a self-built DBS card,
and a single channel of an R-2-R-manufactured DBS card. For self-built devices,
34 out of 44 devices achieved a successful sample transfer (77% success rate) and
for R-2-R-manufactured devices 36 out of 46 achieved a successful sample transfer
(78% success rate). The results for the quantification of caffeine comparing pipetted
and microfluidic DBS are presented in Paper 3.

c

a

d

b

Figure 4.10: Sample collection on the microfluidic DBS card in a care center at Karolin-
ska university hospital in Stockholm. a) Warming of the hand to enhance blood circula-
tion. b) Application of an automatic lancet to the side of a fingertip. c) Removal of the
first drop to exclude interstitial fluid from the samples. d) Application of a blood drop to
the inlet well of the microfluidic card.

4.3.2 Interface testing
During the first attempt of sample collection of clinical relevant samples by health
care professionals in early 2016 (for the Tamoxifen evaluation, see section 4.2.3)
problems with the interface and the capillary flow were observed. The sample
collection showed that transferring a drop of blood into the inlet well of the flat
sampling card was challenging for the nurses in the given sampling situation with
the patients sitting on a chair for venous blood sampling. The overall success rate
for sample collection was 43% with only 62 out of 144 attempted sampling events
resulting in a successfully transferred sample. To study different concepts of im-
proving the card handling and the application of blood to the microfluidic DBS
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card, two nurses tested five different concepts for improving the transfer of blood
samples from a finger-prick to the DBS card. The different concepts are shown and
described in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. The results were scored on the categories
usability, manufacturability and required technical development. The biggest im-
provement from an application point of view could be seen for two alternatives
(shown in Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.12b) of which side filling would have required
a major redesign of the system. Therefore, the concept with a good improvement
from a usability point of view, which required only minimal adjustment of the man-
ufacturing process, was chosen. The result of this study has led to the introduction
of a hydrophobic coating on the microfluidic card surface which eases application
of blood drops into the well, because it prevents spreading of the blood across the
surface as depicted in figure 4.12.

a b

c d

Figure 4.11: a) A redesign of the microfluidic card with filling from the edge of the card.
b) A 3-D-printed funnel structure for guidance of the finger and the blood drop towards
the inlet well of the microfluidic card. c) A paper disc surrounding the inlet well to absorb
blood and guide the blood towards the inlet well. d) A laminated structure creating an
edge to prevent blood from spreading over the surface.

a b

Figure 4.12: a) A R-2-R-fabricated prototype of the first generation used during sample
collection for the Tamoxifen evaluation. b) Improved sample application by manually
applied hydrophobic teflon coating on the surface of the DBS card.

4.3.3 Collection of patient samples
During the collection of clinical samples for measurement of four different antiepilep-
tic drugs, a total of four different manufacturing batches have been used as the per-
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formance improved during the development process. While for the first two batches
that were used, PVA and paper was manufactured manually in the laboratory, the
last two batches included PVA and paper as fabricated by the external supplier.
The performance of the different cards was evaluated based on photographs that
were analysed post sample collection. The failures were differentiated between user-
induced failure (too little blood applied) and card-induced failures (mostly failures
at the outlet valve). It can be observed that for batch 1e and batch 1j, the suc-
cess rate is lower than for the later manufactured batches of batch 2a and 2c. A
description explaining the difference between the versions can be found in Table
3.1. One of the two main reasons for a higher success rate is a change in material,
which benefits the filling of the outlet structures independent of the inlet condi-
tions, as described in section 3.2.2.1. Another reason for a higher success rate is
linked to a better control of humidity in the dissolvable films since later batches
were packed in a moisture-barrier bag in a controlled environment which allows a
better control of RH levels in the package. For the later manufacturing batches
2a and batch 2c, the card-induced failure rates recorded during in-vivo testing (5%
and 15%, respectively), correlate with the failure rates for those batches that have
been recorded during in-vitro testing of the same batches (caused by an insufficient
lamination process of PVA to paper which resulted in poor bonding and induced
device failure). Excluding device failures due to low input volume and manufac-
turing errors for judging on the success rate from a pure usability perspective, the
recorded success rate of batch 2a and 2c is close to 100%.

Table 4.9: Overview about the success rate of different fabrication batches used during
the sample collection from paediatric epilepsy patients.

Channels Success rate

Batch ID Cards
tested nused nsuccess nfailed nlow input

All
used

Correctly
used

1e 25 123 74 49 11 0.60 0.66
1j 6 28 16 12 0 0.57 0.57
2a 6 24 21 3 2 0.88 0.95
2c 17 61 47 14 6 0.77 0.85

4.3.4 Self-sampling
To access the feasibility of self-sampling with the microfluidic DBS card and to eval-
uate the instructions given to the individual on how to use the card, a study with
17 volunteers was performed. Volunteers were provided either a written instruction
containing pictures describing the sample collection or video instructions showing
the sample collection process. After receiving the instructions, the volunteers were
asked to collect a finger-prick blood sample on the microfluidic DBS card by them-
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selves. Assistance was only given during the performance of the finger-prick and the
extraction of the blood sample, while the application of blood to the microfluidic
card itself had to be performed without further assistance. Each volunteer received
a single card with four channels. All sampling events were videotaped and evalu-
ated to identify the biggest issues and potential misuses of the device. The success
rate dependent on the method of informing the subjects was recorded and is shown
in Table 4.10. Especially the dynamics of applying blood to the inlet was unclear
for users with written instructions, resulting in extensive pressing or too short con-
tact to the card, yielding poor filling of the channel or insufficient transfer of blood
volume to the card. The results show that the video information yielded better
results than the written information, and highlights the need for adequate training
of users when self-sampling in a home-setting should be performed. The results also
indicate that a layman person without extensive training can use the microfluidic
DBS card to collect volume defined DBS samples from finger-prick blood.

Table 4.10: Success of sample collection for self-sampling of healthy volunteers depending
on the sampling instructions received .

Written instructions
[n=9]

Video instructions
[n=8]

No sample 33% 12%
At least one sample 67% 88%
At least two samples 56% 88%
At least three samples 44% 75%
All four samples 44% 38%
Success rate 59% 72%



Chapter 5

Conclusion and outlook

5.1 Conclusion

This thesis has made several contributions to the field of capillary driven microflu-
idics, and to the area of DBS sampling and patient-centric blood sampling which
are:

• Better understanding of spot inhomogeneity in DBS, underlying phenomena
and influencing parameters.

• Development of a new concept for volume metering for the collection of vol-
umetric DBS from a finger prick.

• Demonstration of the concept for blood at a wide range of hematocrit levels.

• Elimination of parameters typically recommended for DBS sample assay val-
idation: punch location, blood spot volume.

• Implementation of a scalable fabrication process for the microfluidic DBS
card, including the development of a PVA film fabrication and a PVA inte-
gration process with an external partner.

• Application of the concept in several in-vivo studies, including demonstration
of feasibility for self-sampling.

• Successful assay validation for PeTH on volumetric DBS.

• Technical validation on specified parameters towards a CE mark.

To further advance the field of DBS towards DPS, microfluidic technology has been
used to:

• Develop a passive high yield plasma extraction device using commercial fil-
tration membranes and capillary driven flow in microchannels.

65
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• Characterize the extraction kinetics, and other membrane- and method-related
characteristics such as protein recovery.

• Develop a capillary driven plasma metering method working for various hema-
tocrits and various input volumes starting from a single droplet of blood.

• Demonstrate volume-metered plasma collection in a volunteer study using
caffeine as biomarker.

While there is some overlap with the above mentioned contributions to the field of
patient-centric sample collection, the contributions from a microfluidic perspective
are:

• Demonstration of a new concept for volume metering in capillary driven de-
vices using a low-cost fabrication method.

• Fabrication and integration of thin water-dissolvable PVA membranes for
timed valving in microfluidic systems.

• Characterization of dissolvable film valving in respect to blood across different
hematocrit levels and humidity levels.

• Development of concepts for capillary driven microfluidic systems: volume-
metering, timed valving and reagent release based on dissolvable PVA films.

5.2 Outlook

The use of timed dissolvable valves for capillary driven microfluidic shows potential
and demonstrates to be a feasible solution, also towards commercial applications.
The capillary driven volume-metering principle could also be useful for POC appli-
cations elsewhere, whenever an accurate input volume is required and no accurate
pipettes or pipetting skills are available.

The presented DBS technology has many indications for future applications
and could be a tool to improve the analytical performance of DBS sample analysis.
Providing a volume-defined sample to allow accurate analysis of DBS samples is
an important aspect but certainly not the only one. The use of microfluidic tech-
nology for sample collection can also contribute to better educate users about the
sample collection because channel emptying provides a visual feedback to the users
which can help to intuitively improve the success of sample collection. Educating
users about the correct samples collection is an important steps that will be needed
for a successful implementation of patient-centric blood sampling. Additional in-
corporation of new functions to sampling devices, for example integrated drying,
simplifies the workflow thus makes the technology suitable for a broader range of
applications.

For the pharmaceutical industry, patient compliance during clinical trials is a
big problem. Microsampling devices could be a tool for remote monitoring, thus
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allowing a better control of patient compliance. In this context a way of sample
identification and automatic acquisition of sampling time and date are valuable
add-ons that could be incorporated in such microsampling devices.

Finally, the “egg-laying wool-milk-sow”, literally translated from a German say-
ing, is the high-yield extraction of a plasma sample from just a few drops of blood
with a quality comparable to that of centrifuged venous plasma. While the work
presented in this thesis makes an attempt on this objective, plasma extraction
based on microstructures always has a relative high surface-to-volume ratio which
increases the likelihood of surface binding of proteins and molecules which could
alter the plasma quality. Nevertheless, even though plasma yielded from microsam-
pling devices might be different than that from centrifugation, the use of DPS might
be another step to reduce the problems of microsampling technologies and to be a
complement to existing DBS methods.
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